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UCF record enrollment
gaining on other universities
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Preliminary statistics were
released last month showing
that UCF's enrollment increased
once again from 31, 724 in the
fall of 1999 to nearly 34,000
students enrolled this semester.
Growth at UCF has been
tremendous since it first opened
its doors in 1968 and it isn't
scheduled to stop anytime soon.
The projected population for
UCF in the year 2010 is 48,327
students. Of those, 5,000 will be
pursuing a graduate degree and
400 will be in doctoral level programs-.
In
comparison,
the
University of Florida currently
has 43,009 people attending
their school and the University
of Texas at Austin (the largest
university in the nation population wise) has 49,009 under. graduate and gtaduate students
combined -- two schools established in the 19th century who
have had ·many more years to
accommodate and attract students to their schools.
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With the increase of student population, the student union has become more crowded. UCF is expected to grow even
more within the next few years.
Few other schools around
the country have added so many
students (as well as programs
and facilities) in such a short
sf>an of time. UCF's undergradu-

ate and graduate enrollment has
had a steady increase since its
inception in 1968. Then called
Florida
Technological
University, the school had a

total of 1,948 students enroll the
first year that classes were
taught. Less than ten years later,
SCHOOL, Page 7

Blood bank saves lives
through student donations

•
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The Central Florida Blood
Bank (CFBB) will be holding a
blood drive Sep. 19-20 from 10
a.m. - 5 p.m. The bloodmobile
will be parked in front of the
Student Union.
The CFBB is a non-profit
organization established in
1942, that currently has over
1.75 million donors, and welcomes new donors. The CFBB
provides Central Florida with
more than 200,000 pints of
blood to needy patients.
UCF students lined up for
donations during the CFBB's
blood drive Aug. 30-31. Donors
received t-shirts, food, drinks,
and some discount tickets for
Sea World. The CFBB's next
blood drive will also provide
donors with free gifts for their
donations.
"It kind of makes you feel
good about yourself knowing
that you're helping other people
who need it," said arah Knorp,

PBOJ"O BY

F'ERNEY VALENCIA

Students have the chance to help save rwes by donalilg to the Central
Florida Blood Bank. The bus is usually loaded ii front of the stUdenl union
when blood drives are held on campus.
a junior. "I give it so that if
something happens to somebody
and they need it, it's there for
them."
There is currently a critical
need for all blood types.
"There's a big need for it,"
said graduate student, Ola
Harrysson. ''I've seen patients
that need the blood and I think
it's the right thfug to do to help
out."

One pint of blood can save
up to five lives. Donating
requires the donor to weigh a
minimum of 110 pounds.
Donating blood is a safe
process. Frequent donors are the
safest. Donors are reassured that
they cannot contract AIDS from
donating blood.
For those who are afraid of

BLOOD, Page 3
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.. Relay.for life increases awareness
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.aiwounced "'a t tlii. rhlly:~JOncl , Chair, Candy Townsley's
TAYLOR CLARK
STAFF WRITER
Upon a Time.; Participants fourth year partaking in Relay
will dress in costumes revolv- for Life and she's filled with
This year, about 552,200 ing around storybook charac- anticipation. 111 look forward
Americans are expected to die ters. Their tents will also be to this every year. It is just so
of cancer; that is more than decorated accordingly.
much fun. I get my sons to
1,500 people per day. With
UCF bad 48 organized participate with me each year
this in mind, the American teams last year, 13 of which too. One is even coming up
Cancer Society created Relay consisted
of
students. from UF for this," said
for Life. To recruit and excite Breakell expects to see an Townsley.
There are four sites in the
team captains and committee increase in participation as
members for the upcoming well as total funds raised this Orlando area, 'at ·which the
Co-Chairs
Karen year. "We are thinking more relay will be helet pver a t~b·
event,
Breakell and Richard Slone strategically and about how to week period- Apopka High
held a rally in the Arena be more efficient and how to School,
Gateway
High
Skybox on Aug. 30.
make it fun," she said. One School, and UCF to be held
Relay for Life is a team strategy encourages teams March 23-24; Edgewater
event to increase awareness, beginning to raise money all High School, West Orange
raise funds for research, cele- year round, rather than just High School, and tentatively
brate life for those who have before-eyent time. ·
Lake Mary High School will
survived and to. remember
Teams of 10-15 people be held ·Mar.ch 30-31. Event
those who have died. "It is not will alternate walking the planp.ers hope to eventually
just about ' fund.raising; it is UCF track during an 18 hour move into the , Altanwnte
about celebrating life and the period. Tlie~~ is $100 fee to Springs area ·this . _spring as
progresnve ~have made. It is register, whtch contributes t~. ;'we1r._~ . ·~ .:'.~.... , ' .
about education also,'' said each gfoup=.··s ·tqtdf'°'4'goa1· of
Relay for iife is very
Brea~ell.
approximately $1,000.
mu'¢li : ·abour community.
For som·v the. purpose of
During their first year the Faculty, . staff and students
the rally. was to reserve a spot UCF site raised $25,000 com- come together each year to
on the track where they will pared with last year's total of contribute to this .'cause. The
be camped out during the $136,000. Breakell aritki- UCF librarians .\Y~Jl particirelay. Partidpants quickly pates a 30 percent increase in pate as well,as workers from
the physical ~iant: "Food will
snagged tire best plot.s for the funds raised for research.
actual event.
·
For many this is an event be provid~q. ·. by · Loco's Pub
For others it was an in which they" pa(tiBtpate in an~ Grill. There will also be
opportunity to sign up for · apnually. S01:ne m..ajor-cqmpa-, live . entertainm~nt, games;
committees such as account- : nies " such as ' Bell Seutl\ Contests, and prizes.
ing/registration, cancer con- Mobility, Citizens Bank, and
''This is a true interweavtrol, entertainment sponsor- Kiwanis Club took part in the ing of the UCF community,"
ship, volunteer recruitment event and are expected to said .13reakell.
and many more.
again this March.
This year's theme was
This is Cancer Control

•

CAB discusses homecoming plans
their choice. There will be no philanthropy for Homecoming.
The first King and Queen canThe
Campus -Activities didate meeting will be held Sept.
Board's Homecoming Committee 25 at 4·p.m. in the Student Union,
had its first organizational meeting Garden Key room. Applications
Aug. 30 at which the theme~ for must sign up at this meeting at
2000
were which time the $25 fee will be colHomecoming
announced. The overall theme is
lected and the · court photos be
Knightmare 2000 and the Skit taken.
Knight theme is Urban Legends.
The next organizational meetIt was also announced that the . ing will be ,h eld on Sept. 18 at 4:30
d-arnival is going to be little bit p.m. in Student Union, Key West
different this year .:in ihat, game room. The lot;teries for Skit Knight
booths will be run by the ?rganiza- and also for the Black and Gold
tj,ons and not the carnival compa- sign placement will be done at this
ny.
meeting. If you have any questions
Organizations can sign up for or missed the last meeting and
their bootn preference at the next need to pick up the rules packet,
organizational meeting. However, stop by the Campus Activities
if the booth will produce a profit, Board office, Student Union room
the requirement will be for them to 215 or call (407) 823-6471.
donate the money to a charity of
ANDREA KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

a

Students agree. blood
collection quick, not painful
FRoMPAGE

1

needles, the fear is unwarranted said some students.
"I was afraid it was going to hurt, but it doesn't really hurt that bad,"
said Knorp, "It's quick."
Harrysson agrees. "It doesn't hurt. I think its okay."
The collection of blood takes only five to seven minutes and the
entire process, including registration, blood collection, and post donation, takes about half an hour. Those.with questions should contact the
CFBB at (407) 999-8485.
For other times and locations when the CFBB will be collecting
blood, logon to www.UCFFUTURE.com and check out the Calendar at
http :/lwww. ucfknig htline. com/cff!calendar. html
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In recent te~ts, 4'. out of 5
college students preferfed free·stuff.
•

(The rest didn't understand the·question.)
Consider it a no brainer. Our Free Checking is truly free with no hidden fees. That means you'll have more money to blow on
important things, like textbooks, food and malted beverages. So stop by a participating Washington Mutual Financial Center
and open a Free Checking account today. {let US make a fan OUt Of you.} And if you'd like another freebie,
enter to win a Handspring™ Visor™ handheld computer. If it were any simpler than this, we'd risk insulting your intelligence.

/.r

IWidspring™

•

Washin~on

Mutual

Free Checking

...
..-

Union Park 9505 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817 (407) 273-7061 • Oviedo 3. Alafaya Woods Blvd., Oviedo, FL 32765 (407) 365-1804

NO PU~C~E, ACC\)UNT'. LOAN RELA!10NSHIP OR REQUEST FOR JNFORMATION REQUIRED TO ENTER OR WIN A HANDSPRING"' VISOR~ Muse be 18 or older co enter. Employees ofWashington Mutual
or of Its affihaces, public relaaons or ~dverasmg firms, legal firms, or agents, or a family member of any such employee, are not eligible. Entry form must be received at your local Washington Murual Financial Cen~r by 10/06/00.
Official entry form and Handspring™ VJSOr™ giveaway rules are available at panicipating Washington Mutual Financial Centers. See complete contest rules for details.
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Pre-game rallies to bring students together
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

In an effort to welcome new
students to campus, build school
spirit and to engage new and
returning students with campus
life, there will be a pre-game rally
Sept. 8, titled 'First Knight'. It
will be located on the green next
to the chemistry building and is
part of the 'Weeks of Welcome'.

"We are hoping to introduce
UCF students to the excitement
and fun of UCF football by introducing the coaches, teams, cheerleaders, Knightro, Glycerine and
the band. We want to make this a
regular campus event, before
every home game, encouraging
students, staff and faculty to
come out and support our
Knights," said Charlene Stinard,

Assistant Director of Student
Development and Enrollment
Services.
Many campus groups will be
on hand to provide students with
music, games, refreshments and
free give-always.
Pre-game rallies will be
sponsored by the Student
Government Association and the
Campus Activities Board Sept.

22, Oct. 13 and Nov. 10.
"We feel that this is a great
way to get students involved with
UCF's football team and to get
them motivated enough to go to
these home games and show their
school
spirit,"
said
Phil
McDaniel, Campus Activities
Board Student Director.
The premiere 'First Knight'
pre-game rally has been in the

works for months.
"We are appreciative of
every committees help and we
look forward to these upcoming
events. Our ultimate goal is make
this pre-game rally an ongoing
one and to build tradition," said
Bill Faulkner, Director of Student
Leadership Program.

Qualities for Mr. UCF 2000: brains, brawn and personality
ELISSA JACOB
STAFF WRITER

If you look good in formal wear, can
hold your own in an interview and have a
talent - then you could be Mr. UCF 2000.
The first auditions for the annual Mr.
UCF Scholarship Pageant will be held
Wednesday, Sept. 6 in the Key West
Room (SU 218) 4:30 - 6 p.m. Guys
should come prepared with a talent. This
can include any type of musical instrument, monologue, singing or comedy
routine. Material must be acceptable and
audience friendly.
Spectacular Knights, a division of

CAB, is putting on the event, which will
be sponsored by SGA and CAB. Shanna
Posey, the student director of Spectacular
Knights will produce and direct the
pageant.
Posey has high aspirations for Mr.
UCF 2000. "I really want to find somebody who is willing to represent the
school, and the student body - not in a
political way - but I would like Mr. and
Miss UCF to go with President Hitt to
community events, when possible. I want
people to walk away after meeting them
and say, 'Wow! What school are they
from?' I want this person to be a student
model."

A generous scholarship is included in
the prize package. If the title of Mr. UCF
isn't enough of an incentive, then students should consider the scholarship and
the opportunity to be seen in the community and represent the school.
Posey explained that the scholarship
pageant is more of a talent show for the
guys. She is enlisting the help of the
Imaging Modeling and Acting School in
Winter Park to give tips on interviewing,
how to present ones self and dressing for
success. "The interview will make up 40
percent of the final score for the guys, so
personality and how they handle themselves here are key."

Selection for Mr. UCF will be based
on four components, which include the
interview, physical fitness/swimsuit, talent and formal wear.
Any male undergraduate or graduate
student at UCF with a 2.5 GPA is eligible. The main cost will be personal time
and effort. The contestant, however, must
provide formal wear. An informational
session for contestants or those interested
in participating will be Sept. 11 from
4 - 5 p.m. in the Pensacola Room (SU
222). Additional auditions will be Sept.
12 - 13 from 5 - 6 p.m. in the Key West
Room (SU 218). For more information
contact Shanna Posey at (407) 823-6471.
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UCF begins its first NSCS chapter

•

JAMES NUNEZ

•

STAFF WRITER

"You've set yourself apart, by wanting to
have a successful future," .said Elizabeth
Mustaine, UCF's Associate Professor of
Sociology, as she spoke to the crowded room of
inductees, family, and friends on Aug. 29 as UCF
opened its first ever National Society of
Collegiate Scholars chapter, inducting 750 students.
Ms. Mustaine roused the spirits of the students by recognizing the importance of the ceremony as the first in the history of the UCF chapter. She proceeded to challenge every student to
get involved, venture down new paths, and make
a dilference during their college career.
Garth Jenkins, the Director · of Judicial
Programs at UCF, was the evening's keynote
speaker. Jenkins, who received his Masters
Degree in education and Ph.D at Auburn
University in Alabama, began by saying, "This is
a significant occasion. It is the first of many ceremonies." He also reminded the inductees of their
five values for which each member was chosen
for induction: fairness, honesty, trust, respect, and
responsibility. Professing the importance for each
member to learn not only from books, but also
from life's experiences, Dr. Jenkins said, "The
degree to which you can serve is up to you."
Each student was given a NSCS pin, signifying their induction into the group and simultaneously took the oath of the society.
Mustaine, Jenkins, and Jan M. Lloyd,
Associate Director of the LEAD Scholarship program, were all recognized as Distinguished
Honorary Members of the Soc~ety for their dedi-

•

•
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•
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•

(Immediate
Results)

• FREE Nitrous Oxide
• FREE IV Sedation

•

• FREE Follow-Up Exam
• Licensed Physicians

Birth Control & Gyn Services by
All Women's Family Planning Center, Inc.

cation to teaching and aiding students by Wayne
Montgomery, a representative of the NSCS's
national office in Washington D.C.
Eirini Chaddon, who was officially sworn in
as the UCF Chapter Pre~dent during the ceremony, said that she was attracted to the Society
because of the opportunity.
"It's a great experience to be part of an honor
society," said Chaddon. Chaddon believes that the
Society will aid members to excel not only academically, but also in their careers. She acknowledges that by putting this achievement on
resumes; a member's numerous academic skills,
moral values, and leadership qualities will pro, mote their ability to perform successfully in the
work place.
Summer Taylor and Sheryl Mooney, 19 yearold sophomores and new UCF chapter members,
both agree that being part of the Society will
enhance their opportunities. "I want to meet new
people and get ~nvolved. [The award] is a definite
plus to getting into graduate school," said
Mooney. Furthermore, both students feel that
being inducted into the Society is a personal
honor. Taylor said, "I'm being recognized for
studying hard, which is why I came to this university to begin with."
Chaddon also believes that the amount of
members could double next year from its present
750 students. She feels that if the school continues to experience growth, the chapter will expand
as well.
"If we get word of mouth out there ... and
people start to learn more about us and we get
co~nections on campus with other groups and
other honor organizations, I believe [the chapter]
will double in size," said Chaddon .
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STAFF WRITER

UCF will be singing and
dancing its , way to sexual
assault
awareness
in
September
during
- "Celebrating
Survival
Through the Arts." The first
event is Sept. 5 on the west
patio of the Student Union 11
a.m - 1 p.m. It will include
musical performances by
Jayla, The Amy Steinberg
Band and Tim Angels.
Representatives from the
Victim Services office and
community crisis agents will
provide informational pamphlets and answer questions.
UCF Victim Services,
REACH Peer Education, the
UCF Arts Alliance, UCF
Campus Activity Board, The
Valencia Dancers and the
UCF
Women's
Studies
Program sponsor the events.
''We are using the arts to
draw people in. It's really a
format for ·what we're all
about," said Community
Outreach Specialist Nancy
Eastman.
"I think this is something
people don't hear about,_"
said REACH Peer Educator
Keri Nola. "They think it
doesn't happen . here. It's
important that people know
it's here on our campus.
We're doing this in front of

· the
Student Union 'a t
lunchtime in hopes of reach·ing the sfudents who may not
ordinarily know about us."
According
to
UCF
Victim Services, 84 percent
of rapes are committed by
acquaintances'. Furthermore,
UCF and numerous other
colleges have found the
majority of sexual assault
reports are filed between
Sept. and Thanksgiving. "We
hope that by designating
September as UCF's Sexual
Assault Awareness Month.
we will increase awareness
and prevent some victimization," said Eastman.
Victim Services offers
these tips for protecting
yourself against rape:
* Know your sexual limits, and communicate them
firmly and directly.
* Be assertive, forceful and
firm
* Always be aware and alert
* Listen carefully
* Listen to your gut feelings
' *Avoid excessive use of substances that may cloud your
judgment such as drugs or
alcohol
* Don't invite someone you
do not know well to your
home or go to his or hers
* Don't leave a party or
social situation with someone you just met
* Don't give mixed messages

a.

Other events include
discussion on hate crimes
and sexual terrorism led by
Mary Ann _ Eastep of the
Criminal Justice Department.
It will be held Sept. 7 at 12
p.m. in VAB, room
105.
On Sept.
12, The
Valencia Dancers and artistic
directors Leslie Brasseux and
Dr. Suzanne Salapa will perform from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. in
front of the Student Union.
In addition, REACH
peer educators will perform
theater on Sept. 19. and visual arts by the UCF Arts
Alliance will be displayed
Sept. 26.
Also, the movie "The
General's Daughter" will be
shown Sept. 26 at 8 p. m. in
the Key West Ballroom.
Victim Services also
offers training Sept. 22 .- 23
for anyone interested in victimology.
Training includes a history .of the Victims' Rights
Movement and an overview
of the criminal justice system. In addition, topics such
as crisis intervention skills
and the dynamics of both
~talking and sexual assault
will be covered. The cost is
$5 and includes dinner and
breakfast. For more information. contact Victim Services
at (407) 823-2425.
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Victim Services offer
Lines to purchase textbooks shorten
support to student.body
RUTH HEIDT
STAFF WRITER

ELISSA JACOB
STAFF WRITER

School is back in session at
UCF: new classes, new people,
no parking, busy schedules and
increased sexual assaults.
"August
through
Thanksgiving, along with
Spring Break, are peak times
for sexual assault involving college students - including UCF, "
said Nancy Eastman, a
Community
Qutreach
Specialist at the Victim
Services Center at UCF.
The
Victim
Services
Center is a small module located on Libra Drive past the UCF
Police station. It's rather hidden, but don't be fooled - those
working in the small space are a
huge support for UCF students,
faculty and staff.
The center handles about
150 clients per year. _Some
cases involve only a one or two
time session, while others can
last over a year. The majority of
cases include sexual assault,
relationship violence, stalking,
battery and other violent
crimes. Sexual assault on college campuses is something
that people rarely talk about,
but it is all too common, reports
Victim Services.
The Victim
Services
Center works very closely with
the UCF Police Department in
cases reported to them both on
and off campus. Their services
are entirely free and strictly
confidential. The student, staff
or faculty member is never
required to file a formal police
report, but rather given the
choice. Eastman stressed the
importance of giving victims
the choice of going to the
police or not. "When people
feel violated in any way, a great
deal of control is taken away
from them. Our job is to make
sure we try to give back some
of that control by letting them
make some decisions."
Mary Gianakis and Kim
Williams,
both
Victim
Advocates, work with Eastman
to make up the full-time staff at
the center. There is a 24-hour
hotline available at (407) 823-

5555. A real person - not a
machine - answers the hotline,
and will page one of the advocates, who will immediately
return the victim's call.
Most victims who come to
the center are 18 - 30 years old,
including students and faculty.
The advocates are also
approached with the issue of
student/teacher relations. "We
do handle those cases. There's a
lot of gray in that issue, but
there is probably a violation of
some code of conduct if a student feels uncomfortable,"
Gianakis said.
Gianakis and Eastman
admitted that most of the cases
they handle at UCF are relationship
violence,
sexual
assault or stalking. They
believe that most crimes go
unreported because victims fear
they are overreacting or unsure
of what to do, while trying to
forget the victimization ever
happened. Eastman explained
that the Victim Services center
also assists victims by contacting and working with professors, employers and landlords.
They
also help get victims counseling or follow-up medical care.
September
is
Sexual
Assault Awareness Month and
the Victim Services Center,
CAB, REACH Peer Education
and others will host events outside the Student Union
throughout the month. Eastman
hopes the events will bring
some victims out of the woodwork. "At least they'll see us
out there and maybe it will be
enough to trigger something in
them to come for help," she
said.
To get more information
about the Victim Services
Center or their upcoming
events, contact Nancy Eastman
at (407)-823-2425.
For more on Victim
Services and 'Sexual Assault
Awareness Month' logon to
www.UCFFUTURE.com and
read 'Victim Services makes
students
aware
at
http://www. uc:ffuture.corn/cgibin/c:ff. pl ?readit=22 l 3

Tired of waiting in long
lines that stretch into infinity just
to purchase your books? A web. based company created in 1997
named Best Book Buys, has
geared their site specifically
toward college students. This site
enables them to purchase, trade
or sell back their books directly
online. With a wide variety of
links to over 20 on-line books
stores. including Amazon.com
and eBooks, Best Book Buys,
supplies the opportunity for the
students to find the books they
need and save money at the same
time.
One of the services offered
is the Best Price Search Service,
which allows the students to
search for the 'best prices'
whether they purchased their
books online or in a bookstore.
"A buyer can research all of
the companies in order to find_
the best prices," said Theresa
Smith, an employee of Pathway
Communications, which is affiliated
with
Best
Book

Buys,. "These savings usually
range between 15-50 percent
savings."
Smith also added, that "the
ability to search gives the students a sense of comfort knowing they have found the best
price that is available to them."
These services also supply a
level of convenience to some students. "The students don't have
to worry about going to each
individual site," said Smith,
"They are allowed to search
across all our partner bookstores
simultaneously," decreasing the
time they have to spend seeking
out their books.
The prices given include the
actual price of the book, shipping, tax and whether or not the
book is in stock. This also saves
the students from having to wait
in long lines to get their books.
All of the companies partnered with Best Book Buys
allow students to sell back their
books at higher prices than if
they were being sold back to the
bookstore. This service is known
as the Buyback Seai:ch Service.
These books do not have to have

been originally purchased online
either. The companies make their
offers according to the book, not
the location at which it wa · purchased.
One problem that arises. are
those who are wary of online
shopping. "Having to put my
credit card number online just
involves too much of risk,'' says
UCF student Jessica Roman.
"There are just to many things
that could go wrong."
Best Book Buys is a secured
site and has a reputation for confidentiality. ''This site provides
the secured service for the students. Whether they choose to
use it, is entirely their choice,"
said Smith.
By providing the students
with this service, its reputation
has grown to the point where
Smart Money Magazine has
selected it as the top site for buying textbooks.
"With the convenience and
the security that you can find
through this website, buying
textbooks becomes more of a
pleasure than a chore," said
Smith."'

For more about student textbook news at
different colleges~ see Nation section p.10
Student Government
Financial Officers Training
Attention: All Registered Clubs & Organizations
Beginning with the new fiscal year (July 1, 2000), all clubs and organizations
that intend to use A&SF funds for any of their activities must attend a Financial
Officer's Workshop sponsored by the Student Government Accounting staff.
Your club or organization will not be allowed to use any of their allocated A&SF
funds until at least two of your club members (preferably officers) have attended
one of these sessions and have been named "Financial Officers" for the club.
These sessions will be held on the following dates in the Student Union. Please
call (407) 823-2191 to RSVP.
9/5
9/5
911
9/11
9/19
9/19
9/25
9/25

September 2000
9:00-10:00 Sand Key, Rm. 220
Sand Key, Rm. 220
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Pensacola Board Rm. 222
3:00-4:00
Garden Key, Rm. 221 AB
9:00-10:00 Sand Key, Rm. 220
Sand Key, Rm. 220
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Pensacola Board Rm. 222
Egmont Key, Rm. 224
3:00-4:00

Tuesdav
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday

10/3
10/3
10/9
10/9
10/17
10/17
10/23
10/23
10/31
10/31

October 2000
9:00-10:00 Sand Key, Rm. 220
Sand Key, Rm. 220
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Pensacola Board Rm. 222
Pensacola Board Rm. 222
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Sand Key, Rm. 220
Sand Key, Rm. 220
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Pensacola Board Rm. 222
Key West, Rm 21 SC
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Sand Key, Rm. 220
Sand Key, Rm. 220
3:00-4:00

Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesday
Tuesday

11/6
11/6
11/14
11/14
11/20
11/20
11/28
11/28

November 2000
9:00-10:00 Pensacola Board Rm. 222
Garden Kev, Rm. 221 AB
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Sand Kev, Rm. 220
Sand Key, Rm. 220
3:00-4:00
9:00-10:00 Pensacola Board Rm. 222
3:00-4:00
Pensacola Board Rm. 222
9:00-10:00 Sand Kev, Rm. 220
3:00-4:00
Sand Kev, Rm. 220

Tuesday
Tuesday
Monday
Monday
Tuesdav
Tuesday
Mondav
Monday

•'#

New pill to render men infertile
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

Good news for women: the
.role of oral contraception just
may leap into the hands of men.
A Dutch furn named Organon
has developed the first, 100 percent effective male birth control
pill that could be on the market in
a couple of years.
The pill, which has gone
through trials in Scotland, China,
South Africa and Nigeria, works
much like the female pill. It halts
the production of the sex cells.
making the male infertile. A
remarkable achievement consid-

ering there are thousands upon
thousands of sex cells in a male
verses the one and sometimes
few in a female.
Making a pill that temporarily sterilizes the male has been a
long time in the' making.
NoFertil was slotted to
come out in late 1999. Made out
of gosypol a derivative from the
cotton plant. it lowered sperm
count as well as inhibiting sperm
mobility. Unfortunately a major
side effect. causing 10-15 percent of the test patients to
become permanently sterile. prePILL. Page 8
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Around campus: events this week, faculty promotions
JENNIFER PATERSON

•

STAFF WRITER

Events this week

•

•

•

•
•

•

A Judicial Town Hall, moderated by UCF alumnus Judge
Walter Komanski, to discuss
Florida's court system will be
held on Sept. 7 in HPA 119 from
3:30-5:30 p.m. For more information call (407) 823-2603 or
(407) 823-2047.
Ground breaking for the
Biology Building annex will be
held on Sept. 7 from 6-7 p.m.
The Music Department's
Faculty Artist Series featuring
Eladio Scharron and Nora Lee
Garcia, Guitar and Flute Duo
Recital; is Sept. 7 at 8 p.m., in
the Rehearsal Hall. Call (407)
823-2869 for more information.
The UCF Art Faculty Group·
Exhibition runs through Oct. 6 in
the UCF Art Gallery. Call (407)
823-2676 for more informatfon.
The volleyball team hosts

the UCF Fall Invitational with
Florida International, Bowling
Green and Western Carolina on
this Sept. 8-9 in the UCF Arena.
Call (407) 823-4653 for more
information.

Haitian art display
During the month of Sept.,
the joyous colors and surrealistic
scenes of Haiti will adorn themain lobby of the UCF Library.
It includes eight works recently
donated by Suzanne Shoemaker
of Miami -to the university's West
Indies collection. Her donation
was in memory of her late husband, Don, former editor of the
Miami Herald. The Shoemaker's
collection of Haitian art began
with a wedding gift in 1969, and
they soon became captivated by
the vibrant, often fantastic scenes

Faculty promotions and
tenure effective this fall
The Office of Academic

1

the school had reached the 10,000 mark
in student population. By the year 1990,
there were over 20,000 students and

•

•

Affairs would like to announce
the following promotions effective the 1999-2000 academic
/
year:

nm YQUJ<NOW?
.

·

~-

Average Faculty Salary (~cademicYear 1999-2000)

To Professor:
College of Arts and Sciences:
Professor Lyman Brodie, Dr. Lee
Chow, Dr. Dan Jones, and
Professor Roy Pickering.
College of Engineering: Dr.
Parveen Wahid
College of Health and Public
Affairs: Dr. K. Tom Liou, Dr.
Mary Lou Sole, and Dr. Mary
Van Hook.
School of Optics: Dr. Peter J.
Delfyett, Jr.

To Associate Professor with
Tenure:
College of Arts and Sciences: Dr.
Jocelyn Bartkevicius, Dr. Susan
Hubbard, Dr. Anthony Major, Dr.
Jeffrey Moore, Dr. Mustapha
Mouloua, and Dr. Elizabeth
Mustaine.
College of Business
Administration: Dr. Anthony K.
Byrd

,Rank

9-Month

12~Month

,Professor
,
,Assoc. Professor
. . Assist. Professor; .
hi$tfu~t<>t i .'

$1lA87

$111,213
$82.499

·.'3:

\~UR.anks

$,56,843
$46,089
$3(),l(}l<

" $44.908

$50,~46 '~

$89,161

College of Education: Dr.
Thomas Brewer, Dr. Glenda
Gunter, Dr. Cynthia Hutchinson,
and Dr. Debby .Mitchell.
College of Engineering: Dr.
Ronald DeMara, Dr. Alireza
Rahrooh, and Dr. Andrew
Randall.
College of Health and Public
Affairs: Dr. Karol Lucken, Dr.
Jerry Gianakis, and Dr. Martine
Vanryckeghem.
School of Optics: Dr. Aravinda
Kar .

$~0,693

The following faculty members
were granted tenure effective the
1999-2000 academic year:
College of Business
Admimstration: Dr. Mary UhlBien College of Health and
Public Affairs: ·Dr. Karen Dow
and Dr. Sophia Dziegielewski
For more of what is happening
<!,.n campus and around town,
logon to www.UCFFUTURE.com
and check out both stories found
in print and online exclusives

School has grown by 33,000 students since its openirig
FROM PAGE

If•
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today student population tops off at
almost 35,000.
With the addition of a new bachelors
program in digital media and a doctoral
program in · Materials Science and

Engineering this year, UCF shows no
signs of slowing it's capacity to meet the
expanding needs of the new student population.
"Many people outside of Florida

don't know UCF now, but they will," said
Dante Sampang, a Graphic Design major
and full-time employee at UCF. "You can
just tell it's going to be huge."
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Police
ANDREA KEEGA N
STAFF WRITER

CD case stolen from
campus computer lab
On August 28, a compact disc
case holding about 50 compact
discs was stolen from the building
29 campus computer lab. The victim said that he had been typing a
paper and had placed the CD case
to the left side of the computer he
. was working on. He got up to pick
up a document from the printer and
when he returned his CD case was
gone. A witness spotted a large,
black male subject, about 240 lbs.
with messy, puffy hair, sit down to
the computer to the left of the victim. The witness also noticed the
subject leave the computer and
walk out of the lab at a fast pace.

Tele Card vending machine
stolen from
Business
Administration lounge
An employee of International
Tele Card found the Tele Card
machine from the Business
Administration lounge missing on
Friday, Aug. 18 when coming to
clean and service the machine. It.
was reported to the UCFPD that

Pill has been found not to have side effects

Beat

FROM PAGE

1

vented it from hitting the market.
In China they have also been working on an
herbal version of the pill made from the Thunder
God Vine to lower sperm count as well as mobility.
But unlike other forms of the male birth control
pill previously tested, this pill does not have any side
effects including sterility, increased acne or high
blood pressure.
The impact of such a pill is on more than just the
male reproductive system. The introduction of such
a medication that emphatically gives the responsibility to the male when culture and biology has always
made it the prerogative of a woman, is indeed pro-

International Tele Card did not give
anyone permission to remove the
machine and that they are willing to
prosecute.
The machine 1s a
TeleCard vending machine, serial
number 5150, valued at $2,000.
There are no suspects or evidence
at this time.

Suspect arrested for burglary and multiple counts
of theft
UCFPD
arrested
Edwin
Sanchez af his home in Oviedo on
Tuesday, Aug. 29, on warrants of
burglary and multiple counts of
theft. Sanchez was a suspect in a
theft of copier machine money case
from back Jan. 2000. Collection
logs from various copier machines
on campus had reflected money
missing. After examination of the
machines showed UCFPD that
there had been no forced entry they
quickly resorted to investigation of
employees. The key check out sys- tern was investigated and found to
be the problem. Sanchez had previously been questioned about
being in one of the machines unauthorized.

found.
"I don't want something in my body, tinkering
with my sperm," said a 22 year-old student. "That's
the job of a woman, she's the one that has a baby."
"Ugh, that's okay, my girlfriend can do it," said
one UCF graduate. "That's the job of a women, I
don't think I am comfortable with that."
Time will only tell how such a pill will change
the view of women and men's roles and the gender
biases often associated with them.
Logon to www.UCFFUTURE.com to see if you may be allergic to the latex used in cond~ms by reading 'Condoms may
pose health risk to students' by Adam Shiver at
http://www.ucfknightline.com/cgi-binlcff.pl?readit=2193

Make your vote count

at www.UCFFUTURE.com
ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

Itching to let us know how you feel? You can voice your opinion by logging on to
www.UCFFUTURE.com, and cast your vote in our weekly online poll.
Last week's poll involved parking on campus: ''Has parking on campus improved with the
addition of the new parking garage?"
Here are the results as you all see it...
l. Parking has improved two-fold with the addition of the garage. (7.4%)
2. The new garage help~ a little, but certainly does not solve the problem. (3.7%)
3, It is back to stalking people through the parking lots to take their space. (33.3%)
4. Parking at UCF will never improve with the university growing so rapidly. (51.9%)
'"'"'5. I have no opinion on parking on campus. (3.7%)

Next week's question is: 'How do you feel about the new male birth control pill?'

•
•

Feeling Hungry ?... Check Us Out 111
Happy Hour

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS
2·7 Weekdays

(w/ Valid Student ID)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pitchers
of Beer

After S:OOpm
Saturdays &
Sundays

All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blvd.• Orlando, fl 32817 •407.282.0505

Part-time Evening positions
Full -time pay with part-time hours
$8.00/hr. +commission (avg. $12 - $20/hr.)
Paid Training
Associated Discounts at Marriott properties
Great Atmosphere
Everybody needs a vacation!!

Why work for Marriott?
• #1 in the timeshare industry
• Great resort locations
• The Marriott name & reputation

a:

·.,\\amott
. VACATION CLUBSN
INTERNATIONAL
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bonus time
•
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First gnt...

/

yours \Mth any 15m or more
Clinique purchase
Come claim "In the Groove," six Clinique beauty essentials in afashion-forward,
take-everywhere cosmetics bag. Includes Rinse-Off Foaming Cleanser,
Dramatically Different Moisturizing Lotion, Blended Face Powder in Neutral,
Long Last Soft Shine Lipstick in Glow Bronze, Glosswear Nail Enamel in Nude
Nude and Clinique Happy Perfume Spray.

Quantities are limited.
Offer good while supplies last.
One to a customer, please.

Second grit...

100% fragrance free. Allergy tested.

:{Ours with any s35 or more
Clin1que purchase
A1arger.nmiteded1tiontrave1case.

·

d

BU~

Ines·~

1;.E 'R1o;rro~· _!}__

uo, __ o, aid away.
A1.. -Gravity Firmirg Utt Cream
At·Je piece of high technology. Clinique's new
Anti-Gravity Firming Lift Cream lifts and firms up skin
instanily and over time. Its patent-pending formula
renews eiastic1ty by rebuilding natural collagen.
Leaving your skin toned and luminous.
1.7 oz./50ml., $35.
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College Stores-Association takes good look at high price of textbooks
SUSAN WARMBRUNN
KNIGHT-RIDDER NEWSPAPERS

Three days after fall semester classes began at the
University of Colorado at
Colorado Springs, Joe Dilwood
still hadn't bought his books. He
wasn't procrastinating -- he was
saving up. "I don't have the
money yet," he said.
Each semester, the sociology
major struggles to pay his textbook bill. He's taken out loans,
shared books with friends,
begged professors for a copy of
the course materials. Dilwood, a
junior, estimates. he spends $300
per semester on books.
Like many students going
back to college this week,
Dilwood will find himself standing at a bookstore cash register
asking: "Are you sure that's
right? Are you sure?"
And like many college students, he'll find himself basing
some educational choices on
whether he can afford the books.
He's never actually been able to
buy every book on his reading
lists, "because they're that expensive," he said. Other students
have had to postpone enrollment
over the cost of books, and student advocacy groups are now
taking up the cause nationally.
The National Association of
College Stores frequently hears
about student "sticker shock"
over books, said spokeswoman
Laura Nakoneczny. The average

nationwide cost of a college textbook in 1998 was $61.66, up
about $4 from 1997, the most
recent figures available from the
NACS.
Students recently surveyed
by the NACS report putting out
an average of $275 per term for
books -- $168 for new texts and
$107 for used, the NACS says.
But everyone says what you
spend depends on what you
study.
Stefanie Ekerholm, a sophomore business marketing major
at CU-Springs, went book buying last week and rang up a tally
of $163.71. A friend, who's
_studying engineering, won't like1y get off for so little, she said.
"The more technical the
course is, the bigger your book is
going to be, the bigger your bill
will be," Ekerholm said.
Aaron Huston, the executive
director of the Colorado Student
Association, said students look at
those prices and believe "there's
got to be somebody making a
boatload of money somewhere."
But a breakdown of the average
textbook dollar shows no one is
pulling in huge profits. The
majority of money spent -- about
75 cents of that dollar -- goes to
the publisher, according to data
compiled by the NACS and the
Association
of
American
Publishers, the national trade
association. Of that, just over 7
cents is profit. About 1i .5 cents
goes to the author. The college

bookstore makes a profit of
about 4 cents on each dollar of a
new textbook.
Bookstores usually buy used
textbooks back from students at
about 50 percent of the price of a
new book but resell them at 75
percent of a new book's retail
price, Nakoneczny said.
Book publishing profits generally "are not going to knock
your socks off," said Judith Platt,
a
spokeswoman
for
the
of
American
Association
Publishers. She estimated that
profits from books -- trade or
textbook -- range between 4 and
9 cents on the dollar.
So why does a 300-page
paperback Spanish textbook cost
$75? Like everything else, textbooks follow market -- and marketing -- trends. Open up a 20year-old textbook and you would
see a lot of actual text -- heavy on
the gray matter, light on the
pyrotechnics, Nakoneczny said.
Today, readers and teachers
expect pizazz -- four-color
graphics, color photos, fun font
sizes, she said. More USA
Today, less Wall Street Journal.
Unlike the latest John
Grisham bestseller, there's no
mass production and no assumption of an eager market, Platt
said.
Instead, there is a "captive
audience," says Corye Barbour,
the Washington D.C.-based legislative director of the U.S.
Student Association. While

Barbour acknowledges there are
legitimate reasons why textbook
costs are so high, "people have to
have those textbooks so people
take advantage," she said.
Also, in the textbook market,
smaller general demand breeds a
greater market choice. John
Grisham's fans are always going
to look for Grisham's books, but
a college language professor can
have dozens of different Spanish
textbooks competing to be his
course material. Faculty members also expect supplementary
materials with their textbooks
such as teaching editions, videos
and computer software that are
usually supplied to them free of
charge, Platt said.
For a student like Marla
Smith, who works full-time at an
assembly plant and takes classes
full time at Pikes Peak
Community College, the size of
the book bill affected her educational options.
A couple of years ago,
Smith planned to go back to
school. Her financial aid covered
tuition but not books. "I had to
postpone going to school
because I couldn't come up with
$400 for my books," 'she said.
Smith's financial aid now
pays for everything from tuition
and fees to books, but stories like
Smith's are one of the reasons
some student advocacy groups
now are taking on "the textbook
issue."
Access to education decreas-

es as educational expenses
increase, Barbour said. The
USSA has approached federal
legislators to try to persuade
them to consider exempting textbooks from sales tax.
"We don't place taxes on
tuition, and books hold a similar
position in higher education,"
Barbour said.
Campuses across the country have come up with ways to
attack the problem. Some have
textbook rentals, others student
swap programs.
Technology has opened
alternatives to traditional textbook buying. Some online textbook sellers advertise savings of
up to 40 percent. The NACS sued
one of those companies over
such claims and settled out of
court by agreeing on specific
guidelines about advertising
claims, said Nakoneczny of
NACS.
So-called E-textbooks
books online or on CD -- also are
making a debut on the market.
But that's for students of the
future to think about.
For the here-and-now, this
semester, Dilwood's waiting to
figure out what books he really
needs for his junior year at CUSprings.
"I don't want to be spending
the rest of my life paying back
book loans," he said. "It's a.good
debt to get into because you're
getting something back, but if
you don't have to ... "

.
Come Join Our Winning Team at the Oviedo
Marketplace!!!
ull-time & part-time positions are available in the
following areas:
Electronics
Security
Cosmetics
Appliances
Replenishment Receiving
Shoes
Sporting goods Fine Jewelry
Hardware
Home Fashions Lawn & garden
All Apparel

info: Phil Beaudo ·
407-971 -2655
407-97 1-6901

E-mail:
sears_oviedo@
tiotmail.com
'.I
Cl

Applications are available at the Oviedo Marketplace
information desk or you can come by and see us at the
part-time job fair being held at UCF on Wednesday
September 13th.

Visit our t?ooth at the UCF Career Expo on September 20 and see how you can prepare now tor your job hunt!
find your ideal job online at the Career Center on Citysearch. With the best local jobs and the help of
our Personal Search Agent, finding a great job has never been easier_ Citysearch it, and get to work.

~ orlando.citysearch.com

Make the most of yc:>ur ctty;
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Covenant House Florida seeks Per Diem Case Managers to assist with
providing services to homeless and runaway youth under the age of
21. $10.00/hour. Qualified applicants must have experience working
with adolescents, valid FL drivers license, good driving record, and
effective written, verbal, and listening skills. Applicants must pass
background check and drug screening. For more information, please
visit the Covenant House Florida booth at the UCF Job Fair on 9/13.

A SALUTE TO 1HE
LFADERS OF TOMOAAOW AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.
College is a time for decision. Some will choose to
become leaders - through Air Force ROTC.
Smart move. The whole concept of Air Force ROTC
revolves around the cultivation of qualities that count
for leadership. And whether you're about to start college or have already begun, it's time to make your
decision, now.
Upon graduation, you'll be an Air Force officer. You'll
possess solid management skills and a strong sense of
self-assurance. You'll know the demands of success and
the meaning of responsibility.
And you'll have the great wealth of opportunities
accorded to those who choose to be leaders.
Start now. Contact

Air Force ROTC Detachment 159
(407) 823--1 247

Visit us at Building 501 (behind the
Recreation Services Building/Swimming
Pool
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

.
•

Mr . ·UCF 2000
Info Session
On sept ember 11, ~00-S:OOpm in
Student Union, Pensacola

,...

Questions??? Contact Shanna Posey @r Cal I CAB @23-6471

•

Funded by Activity & Ser vice Fee as al I ocated by the Student Government Association

White Out? Watergate?
Freshmen have their own
cultural parailleters
MATTHEW McGUIRE
TMSCAMP.US

The cell phones, Palm Pilots and CD burners that freshman are
bringing to fill their dorm rooms are a far cry from the slide rules,
hot plates and Hi Fi systems their professors likely packed.
For several years, Beloit College has prepared a list of some of
the things that differentiate the frame of reference of entering students from that of their teachers and mentors. After all, many professors will be ten to 50 years their senior.
"We assemble this list out of a genuine concern for our firstyear students, and as a reminder to the faculty of the gap that may
exist between generations," said Humanities Professor Tom
McBride, who compiled the list with other professors. "Education is
the best remedy for the situation, but we start out with varying points
of reference and cultural touchstones."
The following is a copy of the list:
1. Most students entering college this fall in the class of 2004, were born in
1982.
2. Qrace Kelly, Elvis Presley, Karen Carpenter, and the E.R.A. have always
been dead.
3. Kurt Cobain's death was the "day the music died."
4. Somebody named George Bush has been on every national ticket, except
one, since they were born.
5. The Kennedy tragedy was a plane crash, not an assassination.
6. Huckleberry Finn has always been a "banned book."
7. A "45 " is a gun, not a record with a large hole in the center.
8. They have no clue what the Beach Boys were talking about when they
sang about a 409, and the Little Deuce Coupe.
9. They have probably never lost anything in shag carpeting.
10. MASH and The Muppet Show have always been in re-runs.
11 . Punk Rock is an activist movement, not a musical form.
12. They have always bought telephones, rather than rent them from AT&T.
13. The year they were born, AIDS was found to have killed 164 people;
:finding a cure for the new disease was designated a "top priority" for government-sponsored research.
14. We have always been able to reproduce DNA in the laboratory.
15. Wars begin and end quickly; peace-keeping missions go on forever.
16. There have always beenA1M machlnes.
17. The president has always addressed the nation on the radio on Saturday.
18. We have always been able to receive television signals by direct broadcast satellite.
19. Cities have always been trying to ban the possessi0n and sale of handguns.
20. Watergate is as relevant to their lives as the Teapot Dome scandal.
21. They have no idea that a "presidential scandal" once meant nothing more
than Ronald Reagan taking President Carter's briefing book in "Debategate."
22. They have never referred to Russia and China as "the Reds."
23. Toyotas and Hondas have always been made in the United States.
24. There has always been a national holiday honoring Martin Luther King,
Jr.
25. Three Mile Island is ancient hlstory, and nuclear accidents happen in
other countries.
26. Around-the-clock coverage of congress, public affairs, weather reports,
and rock videos have always been available on cable.
27. Senator Phil Gramm has always been a Republican.
28. Women sailors have always been stationed on U.S. Navy shlps.
29. The year they were born, the New York TlIIles announced that the
"boom in video games," a fad, had coµie to an end.
30. Congress has been questioning computer intrusion into individuals' personal lives since they were born.
·
31. Bear Bryant has never coached at Alabama.
32. They have always been able to afford Calvin Klein.
33. Coors Beer has always been sold east of the Mississippi, eliminating the
need for Burt Reynolds to outrun the authorities in the Smokey and the
Bandit films.
34. They were born the same year that Ebony and Ivory lived in perfect harmony.
35. The year they were P<>m, Dustin Hoffman wore a dress and Julie
Andrews wore a tuxedo.
36. Elton John has only been heard on easy listening stations.
37. Woodstock is a bird or a reunion, not a cultural touchstone.
38. They have never heard a phone "ring."
39. They never dressed up for a plane flight.
40. Hurricanes have always had men's and women's names.
41. Lawn darts have always been illegal.
42. "Coming out" parties celebrate more than debutantes.
43. They only know Madonna singing American Pie.
44. They neither know who Billy Joe was, nor wondered what he was doing
on the Talahatchee Bridge.
45. They never thought of Jane Fonda as "Hanoi Jane," nor associated her
with any revolution other than the "Fitness Revolution" videotape they may
have found in the attic.
46. The Osmonds are talk show hosts .
47. They have never used a bottle of White Out.
48. If they vaguely remember the nigh~ the Berlin Wall fell, they are probably not sure why it was up in the first place.
49. "Spam" and "cookies" are not necessarily foods.
50. They feel more danger from having sex and being in school, than from
possible nuclear war.
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More parking
DARCY ELENA RODRIGUEZ
STAFF WRITER

Shaw
\ings of·.··•
Seth :,tdlwnw

Lessons in leadership
Every now and then something happens that .changes my
outlook on life. Not necessarily
for better or worse, just something
that makes me look at myself differently. Recently something did.
I am a little embarrassed, a little
hurt and a little annoyed. I am
embarrassed by my actions. I am
hurt by the actions of a few others. I am annoyed by the combination of the two.
In the past I have always
thought of myself as a capable
leader and a person who doesn't
give up. However, upon recently
being faced with the difficulties
that often come with leadership, I
am starting to think that maybe it
really isn't for me. Now I know
that I shouldn't let one instance

deter me from trying to climb
higher up on the leadership ladder, but I realize that there can
only be so many indians and so
many chiefs.
Upon looking at my involvement and the others who chose to
be leaders I realized that this is an
instance where I can step back
and let others take charge. I also
know that there are subtler ways
to get my point across and that
even though some may not agree
with it, I will have supporters.
Leadership has many advantages. You always know what's
going on and you always have
input into what's going on. On the
other hand, it separates you from
friends who may not agree with
your stand point and it brings out

OllIBHill:
~TAFF

WRITER

Over the summer I lived in Sumter Hall; I
believe it's in the Apollo section. Well, wherever it is,
I made some good friends and some bad ones. Of the
good friends I met, two of them are living with me
right now in the apartment I have leased out for this
year in College-Suites.
One has a very down to earth attitude. He studies, pays attention to classes and gets his homework
done.
The other, we'll call h:il1). John for the si:i.ke of
conversation, is the complete opposite. John parties
all night and comes home, more often than not, drunk
and with ten other people. This is fine with me. I'm
not the party type. I don't do drugs and I don't drink,
but I can respect people's· wishes and if that's what
John wants to do, then so be it.

the worst in people who already
have misconceptions of you and
your ideas.
I don't like stepping on people's toes. I don't like conflict. I
especially don't like being labeled
as bossy or lazy. Now don't get
me wrong, if there is a cause that
I feel strongly about and I feel it
isn't being handled well by those
in charge, I will speak up.
But for now I have realized
t~at I need to worry about my
grades and my friends and my
health, and take myself and my
leadership positions a little more
lightly. Now I don't plan on
"throwing in the leadership
towel," but I will definitely know
how to handle things better in the
future.

But you will remember that I said John comes
home drunk and with ten friends. Now this isn't at 12
a.m. we're talking about here, this is more around the
time of 4-6 a.m. That's early in anyone's book.
They come home and they're laughing and
shouting and having an all around drunken good
time. Which again is fine, I don't really care when
they are drunk. What bothers me is that they are loud.
When I say loud, you people out there are saying ok, this guy's a prude, he listens to classical
music, plays piano and drinks a glass of prune juice
every morning for breakfast. Now to get things
straight, I listen to every$ing from Rage Against the
Machine to Paul Oakenfold, I eat three-inch steaks as
rare as they come and I hate prune juice. When I listen to Rage or Oakenfold, I crank it way up, which
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Oh, the joys of parking. It still takes half an hour to
find a parking space. Students' new favorite excuse for
being late is "There was no parking." It's good for the first
few days, but that's about it. For those professors who do
care if you come to class, it doesn't work anymore. We college students learn quickly. Students, however, aren't the
only ones complaining. I've heard plenty of complaints
from late professors as well.
The solution? More parking?
With the addition of the new parking garage's 1300
spaces, I was under the impression that parking would
become easier. I was wrong. It appears that the new parking
garage has done very little to alleviate the mob.
The construction around campus also adds to the seemingly impenetrable traffic. The,parking area near multilingual studies and parking services is under construction
leaving more unhoused vehicles seeking other parking
spaces. UCF even 'has police officers directing traffic.
Folks, this is how accidents occur.
Unless classes are at forsaken hours of the morning or
at midnight, parking is a chore. Traffic is at a crawl and
time is ticking. At risk of being late to class, students are
on campus early hawking other students for their parking
spaces.
The record nurober of new students on campus this
semester is the cause of this disaster. UCF is growing
uncontrollably, it seems, and the parking is not keeping up.
Parking Services is not to blame. I realize that parking
garages do no.t exactly cost pocket change. However, with
the unbelievable price of parking decal~, I would hope that
there would soon be enough money for another one.
When the time comes, may I suggest a larger parking
garage? Most of us have been to Islands of Adventure.
That's the kind of parking garage I'm going for. Such a
garage would indeed cost a great deal of money, but would .
alleviate the congestion and the need for more parking
garages in the future. It may take a while, but it would be
well worth the money and the horrors of construction traffic.
UCF is becoming a great university. It already is. What
it needs is more room. Mor~ car room, that is. For the time
being, I suggest taking the bus or riding your bike to avoid
the stop and go, honks and yells, and the renowned "Are
you leaving?" It saves the wear and tear on the car too.
Otherwise, the solution remains to wake up earlier, get to
c_amp11s earlier, and walk a great deaL,
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WE'RE LOOKING FOR
STUDENT MUSICIANS
TO BRING MUSIC TO OUR EARS.
Now casting Student Musicians for our Christmas Parade who play:
Euphonium

Trombone
Trumpet

(Baritone Hom)

Drums/Percussion

Tuba/Sousaphone
· French Horn/
Mellophone

(including mallet percussion)

R E Q U I R E M E N TS : Must be full- or part-time college student or qualified high school senior. Must be at least 16 vears old.

----------------------------------------·---------------------------------------We are also casting Student Musicians for our
Summer 2001 Collegiate All-Star Band who play:
· Bass

Saxophone with .
doubles

Piano

R E Q U ·I R E M E N T S : Must be full-time college student. Must be at least 18 vears old.

.

--------------------------- ---------------------------All musicians cast must provide own transportation and housing and conform to
Walt Disney World Co. appearance guidelines.
~usicians will be seen in order of arrival. Sight-reading will be required.

Saturday, September 9, 2000
1oam-6pm

Disney Event Productions Building
.1503 Live Oak Lane, Lake Buena Vista
DIRECTIONS: From 1-t. east or west: Take exit 26B (SR 536). Follow the signs to the Downtown Disnev exit.
You will exit onto Buena Vista Drive. Take Buena Vista Drive past Downtown Oisnev and the Disnev Institute
to Live Oak Lane. Turn left on Live Oak Lane and follow' it through the next intersection (Vista Blvd.}. Disnev
Event Productions Building is on the left.

Sunday, September 10, 2000
1pm-6pm

University of Central Florida
Music Rehearsal Hall Building
DIRECTIONS: From Greenwav (Hwv t.17 North}: Exit east onto Universitl{ Blvd. Tum left onto Alatava Trail. Turn
right at first traffic light and follow r<?ad to parking area. Rehearsal Hall is on the right.

~

Rehearsals take place on weekends beginning November 4. Daill/ performances are
November 30 through December 31. Salary is $8.50 per hour - rehearsal and performance rate.
©Disney•
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continued

CHRISTOPHER ZAPATIER
She first caught my attention while
violently passing me in her glorified
economy car. She kept my attention by
juggling a cell phone in one hand and a
cigarette in the other, tailgating an SUV
and doubling the speed limit while taking
the 90 degree turn on Fairbanks by
Rollins. This girl was well beyond a careless driver; this girl was a bona-fide imbecile. No one could possibly be so obtuse
to .the inherent danger of such negligent,
irresponsible driving. If I was king for a
day, this girl, her friends and her entire
family would be publicly hanged.
A few weeks ago, while working one
of my many odd jobs, I was partnered
with a gentleman of about 45 years old.
He struck me as a dim bulb from the getgo, so it was no surprise when he made a
pitch trying to sell me on his religion.
The faith, Christianity of course. When I
politely informed him that I did not attend
church, he made the assumption that I
had spent the last 22 years in a cave and
had simply never heard the Gospel
before. He proceeded to tell me about 'the
wonderful works of God.' In my head, I
wondered if standing by idly when the
plague wiped out 1/3 of Europe's population, or watching silently as HIV slowly
executes 24 million Africans are considered some of God's wonderful works.
This small-minded, shortsighted sectarian
concluded his sermon of stupidity by
pulling his cheek back and pointing to an
innocuous silver cavity filling that looked
no different from the half-dozen silver
points in my mouth. This ignoramus actually attempted to convince me that God
had answered his prayers by filling his
cavity with silver. Apparently, the
omnipotent Judeo-Christian God who created the universe is not powerful enough
to heal a dental malady by simply
destroying the microorganisms that cause
cavities or by regenerating the tooth's
eroded tissue -- he must rely on metallur-.

to be a danger to society should be persecuted the same way that the Romans used
to persecute Christians, going as far as to
feed them to lions for sport. (Of course, if
Christians were half as smug and
pompous in their ignorance then as they
are now, this should not surprise anyone.)
Consider the following item, which is
an excerpt of an actual news story:
"According to police and health-department officials in Huntsville, Alabama, a
father apparently purchased several poisonous snakes for his 13-year-old son to
keep around the house as pets. However,
after the boy was bitten by one, the father
may have hidden the snakes for fear that
they would be confiscated. Among the
missing snakes are a black mamba
(generally regarded as the world's deadliest snake) and a gaboon viper (considered only slightly less deadly). At press
time, authorities could not rule out the
possibility that the snakes had simply
been released into the country side, which
would significantly lower the quality of
life around Huntsville."
New law enforcement agencies, new
courts and a new penal code should be
established to deal with our society's idiot
laws violators. Upon conviction for a first
offense, they should be tattooed; a second
conviction carries a punishment of several
years in an idiot's concentration camp,
and a third conviction results in a long,
drawn-out public execution. At a bare
minimum, intelligence testing should be
mandatory for driving, voting, and especially having children. You need a license
to breed exotic pets, but not to bring a
child into the world. To have a child, individuals should have to prove themselves
financially and psychologically sound.
And for those ACLU liberals who object
to any kind of federal and/or state regulation on the reproductive rights of
Americans, tell that to Kayla McKeen.

gy, the same method used by conventional
dentistry.
Growing up irt South Florida I
befriended a remarkable cast of characters, certainly enough to cast a Tennessee
Williams play. But there is one genetic
misfire in particular who I will never forget, his name w_as Gary. His mind and his
body were both perpetually immature. His
brother was a juvenile delinquent. His
father was a police lieutenant who always
looked ten seconds away from going
postal. Many years ago, my circle of
friends and myself spent the day at the
beach. Gary, who was seventeen at the
time, swam out so far from the shore that
a lifeguard had to pursue him and paddle
him back. Immediately after graduating
high school, (a year or two late I might
add), without any military background or
so much as a college education his father
ushered him into a position on the Sunrise
Police Department. The biggest nimrod I
have ever known is now deputized and
patrolling the streets of South Florida
with a, firearm. I wonder who is the bigger idiot, him or the general public, who
will see the plastic shield on his breast
and assume that he is intelligent and well
trained enough to occupy a position of
such substantial authority. It flabbergasts
me that in the year 2000, with polio and
smallpox merely historical references and
genetic engineering becoming a household word, our society still persecutes
people for their appearance, their race,
and their sexual orientation amongst other
trivialities (which were beyond their control to begin with). Our legal' system prosecutes people for victimless crimes and
consensual sexual acts between consenting adults, yet people who have committed flagrant acts of stupidity are free to
vote, bear arms, and propagate their
genetically inferior offspring as frequently as Mother Nature permits. I believe
that morons who have proven themselves
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• Individual Leases
• Pool &large sun deck
• Individual bathrooms
• Free cable television with 3 HBO
channels in each bedroom
Weight room I Ae.robic equipment
• Utility package includes electric,
water, and sewer
• Local telephone service included
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would make one naturally assume
that I like loud noise and sounds. But
there is a limit to everything here people, and that's what I'm trying to get
at.
John and his friends come home
drunk as heck and they are loud. They
throw thirigs at the walls. I hear stuff
breaking and I'm wondering how
much I'm going to end up paying at
the end of this lease for damages in
the common area.
To top things ·off they eat all my
food. A couple of nights ago I had
ordered a pizza. Just like any other
college student I love pizza. When I
woke up the next morning and got
ready to go to class, the plan was
pizza for breakfast (see I told you that
I'm not a pru.de).
Then when I woke up and moved
into the kitchen for the breakfast of
champions, I found boxes and beer
bottles all over, but no pizza. It was
nowhere to be found. Oh sure, there
were pizza boxes, but there was not a
single, refrigerated slice of mozzarella goodness left to satiate my grumbling stomach.
So this is the part in this jumble
of words and phrases where I offer up
a piece of advice to help the world out
in any way that I can. This week that
advice is being courteous of other
people when you are coming in from
, a party and it is late at night. Don't
slam doors and don't throw bottles. If
you want your friends to stay over
and play Dreamcast just tell them to
be quiet about it. And for God's sake,
don't eat other people's food. You
have absolutely no idea how aggra. vating it is to come home or wake up
with a grumbling stomach and find
that all your food is gone because one
of your roommates had the munchies.

E
• Computer and study lab with
extended hours
•Free Ethernet access in each
bedroom
• Alarm systems with panic button
in each bedroom
• Fully furnished bedrooms, living
room, and dining room
• Full size washer/dryer
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College Station Apartments
12100 Renaissance Ct.
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-5151
(407) 273-3999 (fax)
~IPATIO

www.collegestationapartments.com

E~m

money and marketing
experience! The nation 's
leader in college marketing is
seeking an energetic,
entrepreneurial student to
promote products and events
on campus.

* Great e~mings
* Set your own hours
*Part-time
* No sales involved
* 5-10 hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

campusrep@americanpassage.com
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Students Ga
Back in Time
at CRB's
Movie Night
KIM LINDQUIST
STAFF WRITER

Around 300 UCF students gathered at the ordinarily peaceful field surrounding
the Chemistry Building on the
night of August 28th. What
exactly drew them out there?
Very loud music, a giant movie
screen, and a 20 foot-high
Michael J. Fox -- in other
words, it was the CAB
Cinema's presentation of Back
to the Future.
The crowds started·
arriving around 8 o'clock,
drawn by the awesome sounds
the Cherry Poppin' Daddies
and Smash Mouth.
This
proved to be a great strategy,
for attracting a crowd. As;
'Bobby Harris put it, •T just~
heard the music and was
drawn out here. I wanted to
see wh~t was going on."
Others knew beforehand about ·
this event, part of the Week O~
Welcome (WOW) here at
UCF. They arrived, blankets
in tow, looking forward to this
free event.
"I like Back to the
Future and I like movies out- ·
side," said Alison Rogers
when asked what made her
WatJ.t to coine. Set up, along::
side the green where the movie
was shown was the Centr~
Florida Future•s newsstand and
(;AB' s table~ cpsponsoring the
~vent. '[his was where passing
moviegoers were offered free
stuff like popcorn.
How exactly did the
Campus Activities Board put
something as cool as this
together? John Dillon, the
Cinema Director for CAB,
explains: "The first thing we
have to do is to call an agency.
They are the ones to provide
all the equipment that is used.
Once this is done, we can start
to plan the event and decide on
the movie."
selection
The
involves choosing a movie that
is not that recent so people
could concentrate more on the
atmosphere than the movie
itself and thus be a more outdoor-appropriate experience.
Back to the Future was chosen
for just that reason. Locationwise, CAB could have shown
the movie in two places -- the
reflection pond, or the field.
Since the reflection pond is
mostly reserved for the
Homecoming presentations,
the field was chosen.
CAB's
well-made
decisions obviously paid off.
There were no complaints
heard at the event and, judging
from the comments during the
movie, everyone had a really
great time.

of

The Behea~in~s ~ontinue with

In the continuing
tradition of post-television
show
movies,
comes
Highlander: Endgame, the
next chapter in ev~ryone's
favorite immortal 5fecapitation epic. The movie is
largely based on the successful syndicated television
show "Highlanqer," which
in its six seasons harnessed
millions of vfowers worldwide. Likewise, the
show drew its inspiration from another source as
well, the movie Highlander that was made back in
1985. Highlander: Endgame draws upon both of
these sources for its plotline, while ignoring the
two abysmal movie sequels Highlander 2: The
Quickening and Highlander: Final Dimension.
Needless to say, this is a good thing, for the end
result is a movie that stays true to its fan following as well as serves to entertain those who were
not frequent viewers of the show. This is not to
say that the movie is not without its flaws; it has
. many. However, for a post-dog days of summer
movie, it is not half bad.
Basically "' the
premise
behind
HighlaJ]der is ·that there are s~veral . people on
Earth that are blessed with immortality. There is a
constant battle going on between immortals in
which .they must chop off each 9!Q.ers beads,
which by the way is the only way an inunprtal can
truly die. Their objective is clear, to be the last
immQrtal on Earth and claim the prize.
Unfortunately, none of the movies or episodes of
the show really address' what this "prize" happens
to be. This is of.course a huge plot hole, but nevertheless does not really subtract from the story in
any way.
The plot of the movie is typical
Highlander fair. However, in this oufulg of the
series both the main character of the movies,
Connor MacLeod (Christopher Lambert), and that
of the show, Duncan ¥a.cLeod (Adrian Paul), are
involved in the story. Tue two ,are kjnsmen, bo~
originating from the same small .village
Scotland circa the fourteenth century. As.far' as the
story Jtself1 it 'basically, stays~ true uumy of ~.

Digb/onder.· fiodgome

in

to

epis~_s .o f ~e se,rie~r,"t tlle~g-imrlng1 it seemi'\
that Connor iS:fed up with his lite as an immortal

DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

not pose a risk to others. The plan seems to be
going pretty well, at least. until a gang of immortal bikers show up on the steps of the monastery
and start to kill everything in sight. What follows
is a pretty cool gun battle between the gang of
immortals and monks, that's right monks. It
seems that the NRA has gotten to everyone these
days, so that even monks feel the need to pack
heat in the form of shotguns and glocks.
Unfortunately, the gang wins and then sets about
tearing the place apart and killing all .the immortals inside.
Meanwhile, in New York City Duncan
MacLeod senses something is up and sets about
on a task t-0 find Connor. Eventually, he finds his who plays Kell's right hand man Jin in the movie.
loµg lost kinsman, at the same time discovering ·All of these combined with some killer monks
the .reason of the attack on the monastery ( wbicb. make Highlander: Endgame equal with the previshouldn't have happened in the first place conSid- ous incarnations in terms of the action on camera.
Unfortunately, there are several aspects
ering fighting on holy land is such a major no-11:o
in the immortal.world). Itseems that the leader
Qf the movie that are just nQt up to par with the
the band of immortals, a man by the name of Kell rest. For instance, the villain of the movie bas a
(B~e Payne), is h<>lding ,a grudge against. pretty good plot surrounding him, but nevertheCorinor MacLeod for killing bis father centuries less is. still the ki,nd of cookie-cutter character we
ago. Kell now has his sights set .on the last thing have seen in many movies before.
tha:t Connor holds dear, his k:insn}an Duncan
On to acting; the film is mostly a mixed
MacLeod.
bag. First and foremost. Christopher Lambert
All in all that is the rather complicated (who is French) sounds about as Scottish as
plotof the movie, perhaps a Qit too complicated Sylvester Stallone. Also, he has a tendency to
own good, for unless one is a big fan of the overact as well as convey the wrong emotions at
for
series he or she will have trouble grasping what critical points in the movie. Additionally, doesn't
the charactef$ are t3lking about at,iirst Not that Lambert look a bit oldto be playing this part? On
the movie exactly requires a neurology degree to the other hand, Adrian Paul does a pretty decent
understant;l, ~~t those who have seen the ·.series job with bis character Duncan Macl..eod. Tuqring
will have a:n advantage. Focusing on the positive, to the dark side for .a moment, there are a couple
the relationship between Con~or and Dun&n is or really cheesy lines as well as a good dash of
pretty ,well developed. especially through the use ~odrama, but it's not really the fault of the
of .tl~backsi The ~udipnce gets to se,y·· a sort of act9rs but ~ther th;u of the filmmakers themcheillistcy between the two cbaracters. and begins ,selves.
to .~~. c;>f,~ ~ dw..
th.a t they
Highlander: Endgame is a well-do~('.

of

its

kinsmen

are

vecy well

.

the ., ·lllQvie .for what it•is. Jn otherwQrds. it ,'8:Q.'t g~
to win any. Oscars or raise· any en&m.ous box(;;~

W'~J~~ ~u~;/Pl!~ hiJWelf jµ ;~¢ ,prot~°tP . 9~·, i'atfierllianJ¥1two alli~ ~~ntanct$. A}go.
BuddhiSt$''mofiks along with many other immpr.:. acti()n ts
done. A special 'note on tt,.e
tals~who feel :t!1e s~((~~ay. By d(.)ing !11is, he ~3:. acti9p scal~. goe$ ut tq ~t)llelllber ,I)hµnie y~n, ...
9 ···
·
· '."
' ;"
··· ~ ,,
· "
be prqt~ by ooly gr~mnd and:at the.stune ttmf"

o~: However, the movie is a worthy foll-0w-up
to' the•hitse.r;ies.
·
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"Why do people go see these popcorn pictures when they're
no good? Why is the public so stupid?"
-George Lucas
Everything happens in cycles. Hollywood especially
adheres to this fact when distributing their product during the year.
We all know the routine: Fit the machine comfortably between the
end of the Super Bowl and Memorial Day and watch as the trailers jazzercise into the conscience of the awaiting public. Go buy a
taco and for thirty-nine more cents get an animated Matt Damon
pictured around your big gulp. Tum on the television and let a
disingenuous entertainment reporter "inform" you about what harrowing stunts Tom Cruise went through while making his latest
blockbuster. Punch up a film's website and download the latest
picture of Eddie Murphy morphing into obesity via the wonders of
Rick Baker. Lie to your friends and tell them you can't wait to see
Shaft because the original is one of your favorites of all time. Let
your guard down-succumb to the hype.
Hey, why the h*ll not? No one is immune to the summer movie season. These pictures act as our visual codeine. It
kills the boredom but we are acutely aware that in the long run the
pain will return and we'll have to go back for seconds. Go get our
weekly fix by people known only by their first names-Mel, Julia,
and Harrison. By the time fall descends we become strung out and
jaded waiting for the rehabilitation of better cinema, knowing that
we won't have to put ourselves through that type of aggression
until May of the following year. Sure, summertime is for the kids;
they need their fill of explosions, high body counts·and the newly
acquired yet ever-charming cameo reserved for seminal fluid.
This isn't the time for high art, and if you want I'll put on a toga
and defend the centrality of escapism to the death, but after walking out of Hollow Man I felt more like playing Six Degrees of
Firebombing Your Local Cineplex, than that asinine Kevin Bacon
game.

The Summer Movie Season: 1·s
ii tinallv over? can 1 wail till
nexl vear.
KRISTOFER

A.

KAY

STAFF WRiTER

Sifting through the glossy detritus there were a few diamonds in the ruff. Gifted British filmmaker Mike Hodges came
back from B movie Never-neverland with the extraordinary
Croupier, it's too bad though that the adult murder-mystery genre
is almost extinct. Gladiator proved that Hollywood still knows
how to make a great popcorn movie, even if they don't want'to. It
showcased the talent of the always interesting Ridley Scott, and
gave us a new leading man in Russell Crowe (this guy is cool, like
Robert Mitchum cool). The most eagerly awaited film, X-Men,
didn't necessarily disappoint but ask any. comic book geek and
you'll be informed of the flaws; at least it wasn't a Schumacher
adaptation. As for the comedy relief, Tom Green is funny; Jim
Carrey will always be funny; Eddie Murphy is still funny but did-

n't make a fun movie; Martin Laurence is not Eqdie Murphy; and
thank god Robin Williams was nowhere to be found.
As for the bad, there was none. There was the most horrid (Gone in 60 Seconds), the most awful (Big Momma's House),
the most vile (Nutty Professor If), and a couple from the "I-can'tbelieve-they-actually-greenligh ted-that-piece-of-fi 1th" category,
but none that were allowed to shuffle off to video store under the
recommendation of just plain bad. Battlefield Earth has almost
reached Hudson Hawk status by now but to be honest, I didn't see
it; the trailer was far too much to take. Jerry Bruckheimer u_sually creates condescending miracles of changing garbage into gold
(water into wine was already perfected by someone else), so you
would think Coyote Ugly would have at least turned in ·some sort
of profit. But c'mon, Jer, PG-13? What could have been a two
hour wet T-shirt contest was two hours too many plus the added
migraine bonus of Tyra Banks spouting overly trite dialogue. Oh,
but wait, didn't our newly acquired thespian laureate, Ms. Banks
tell me on ''Entertainment Tonight" that the film was all about following your dream? Gosh, I feel so deceived. Studio marketing
executives are not dumb people, but with this film they should
have handed out free cases of beer after each showing as a token
of go_od faith along with an embarrassed "Sh*t Happens" sort of
grin. Harrison Ford's ridiculous role in the flat and derivative What
Lies Beneath only reinforces my "Theory of Harrison Ford
Relativity": No matter how many bad movies you decided to make
you can never come down (nor be held accountable)-because
you're Harrison Ford. As for the rest, my editor can't give me
. eight pages to rant, but looking back I think I would rather spend
next summer searchirig for the lost ruins of Atlantis aboard a malfunctioning Russian submarine than walk into a theater on a hot
July afternoon.
I'll have to remind myself I said that when I'm standing in
lirie for Jurassic Park 3.

Mom says

your greens...
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Bring this ad with valid
U.C.R ID card ;
Chamberlin's On
Marketplace and recieve
10% oft' on your next

•••

purchase. Offer excludes :
pre-discounted mercharidise. •
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• Fresh Food Deli
• Energizing Smoothies
• Natural Vitamins
• Free Health Consultations
• Sports Nutrition
• Wdd Weekly Specials
• Bulk Snack Foods

Orlamk)'s Natural
Resource Since 1935
www;chamberlins.com
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What's your honest opinion?
1. First of all, have you tried any of the following?

2. What do you think of. them? Honestly.

O Simply Cleanse Shampoo
O Simply Condition Conditioner
O Deep Moisturizing Shampoo

0 I love them! Here's why: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

.
O I don't love them. Here's why: ________________

O Deep Moisturizing Conditioner
O More Volume Shampoo

0 I believe Pert has made my life complete. Here's why: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

O More Volume Conditioner

3. So come clean ... did you really try it? Tell us the UPC number.
(Psst... they're the numbers below the bar code) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Name: ______________ Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State:

City:

L------------

ZIP: _______ Phone: _____________

Yo

OFFICIAL RULES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Here's How To Enter:
1. On an official entry form or plain piece of 3" x 5" paper, hand print your complete name, address, including ZIP
code, and (optional) daytime and evening telephone number.
2. Mail your entry, with first-class postage affixed, in a hand-addressed envelope no larger than 4-1/8" x 9-1/2"
(#10) to: Come Clean With Pert, P.O. Box 4395, Blair, NE 68009-4395. Limit one entry per envelope. Entries must
be postmarked by 10/31/00 and received by 11/6/00. We cannot be responsible for lost, late or misdirected mall.
3. This sweepstakes is open to residents of the contiguous U.S., 18 years of age or older attime of entry, except
employees of Procter & Gamble, its subsidiaries, affiliates, advertising and promotion agencies and their family
members and/or thostl living in the same household All federal, state and local laws and regulations apply.
vc·d whf're prohibited by law.
4. A random drawing will be held on or about 11/10/00 from among all eligible entries received by 11/6/00 by D.
L. Blair, Inc., an independent judging organization whose decisions are final on all matters relating to this offer.
Odds of winning depend upon the number of eligible entries received by 11/6/00. Winners will be notified by
mail. Potential First and Second Prize winners must respond to any required Affidavit of Eligibility/Release of
Liability/Prize Acceptance Form within 7 days of attempted delivery of same. Noncompliance within this time

J '

period may result in disqualification and the selection of an alternate winner. Return of any prize/prize
notification as undeliverable will result in disqualification and an alternate winner will be selected. Limit one
prize per family/household. No transfer or substitution of prize permitted. Sponsor reserves the right to
substitute prize of equal or greater value. All federal, state and local taxes, insurance, licensing, registration
and title fees are the sole responsibility of winner. Acceptance of prize offered constitutes
permission to use winner's name and/or likeness for purposes of advertising and trade without further
compensation, unless prohibited by law. By accepting prize, winner agrees to hold Sponsor, its respective
directors, officers, employees and assigns, harmless against any and all claims and liability arising out of use
of prize. Winner assumes all liability for any injury or damage caused or claimed to be caused, by participation
in this promotion or use or redemption of any prize. By participating in this promotion, entrants agree to be
bound by the Official Rules and the decisions of the judges.
5. PRIZES AND APPROXIMl\TE RETAIL VALUES: All fourteen (141 prizes with a total approximate retail value of
$31,950 will be awarded as follows: (1) First Prize - a Green 2000 GL VW New Beetle, including one year's
worth of car washes awarded in the form of a check. Car will be awarded in "as is" condition (ARV $16,030); (31
Second Prizes - Free Maid Service for one year, awarded in the form of a check (ARV $5,040 each); (10) Third
Prizes - a Lie Detector Machine (ARV $80 each). Prizes consist of only those items specifically listed as part of
the prize.

•

•

...

6. For the names of prizewinners, available after 12/22/00, send a separate, self-addressed, stamped, #10
envelope, to be received by 11/6/00, to: Come Clean With Pert Winners, P.O. Box 4426, Blair, NE 68009-4426.
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Five years ago in
Daytona Beach, a group of young
musicians came together with
nothing but a hope and a dream,
formi!lg the group Ciara. And
while their road to today may
have been a bumpy one, it was
sure worth it, especially for the
listeners. Since being founded in
. 1995, many of the names and
faces have changed, but their
dream for the music has never
wavered.
Through the years the
creative force behind the quintet
has been Moira Byrne, the
dynamic rock diva whose silvery
vocals and captivating charm lace
the lyrics of their music and captivate audiences at concerts and
awe those listening to their CDs.
Joined by Tom Player on guitar,
their explosive sound~ is driven
home with full dual guitars,
strong bass lines and intens€;
drums. The lyrics ·are meaningful
and complimented by the strength
of the band, which has only
grown stronger through multiple
line-up changes and .late night
rehearsals.
Within the last year, so
many faces have come and gone
from Ciara's stage, beginning
with their drummer, Soo HyunChae, · who departed for the
Korean military last spring. It
was an abrupt decision but the
band managed to find a great
"pinch hitter," a loaner drummer,
Lloyd Thompson, from the local
band Throe. Thompson worked
hard to learn all of Ciara's music
and they frequently booked shows
with Throe, a convenient perk for

both bands. Bl!t it wasn't long
before they found someone to
relieve Thompson of his double
duties. It was a whirlwind of
events; but at around that same
time Ciara welcomed three new
members to their line-up.
On drums, Ciara found
Bobby Zucko, who was the original drummer for Tabitha's Secret,
and his friend and bass player,
Sean McWilliams. Both had
worked at Sam Ash Music irt
Orlando together and were
pleased to join the group. Ciara
also recently welcomed Marc
Gaddis on guitar, giving them
almost an entirely new band.
Since two of the five members
lived in Orlando and the band
rehearsed in Daytona Beach it
meant long nights of commuting
after work for late practices to be
sure the band would be ready for
their next show at the House Of
Blues in mid-August.
Ciara's first performance together went off without a
hitch, and most listeners would
never suspect the chaos that was
entailed in preparing for it.
Because of that turmoil though,
Ciara had been wary · of booking
more shows until they were sure
that they bad a fo]] line-up. But
the same night as the HOB show
they secured a date on October 29
in South Beach. Ciara has also
recently added a show on Sept. 9
·at Lost and Found on Highway
17-92 in Longwood where they
will be recording for a demo ·
video. For more information on
Ciara you can check them out on
the web at www.ciara.ccm

Lechonera Latina
CHRIS ZAPA.'i'IER
STAFF WRITER
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~echonera also serves pork, chicken. rice and two-dollar Cuban
· sandwiches. 'You can wash your food down \Vith an eclectic beverage
· selection of non-commercial soft drinks and maltas. And if you have
room left in your stomach, you can pamper your sweet tooth with dessert
· goodies such as guava puffs. flan and bread pudding, For you "Gringos''
who can't speak a word of Spanish, don't let the language barri.er scare
you away. You can simply point to the item(s) of your choice~ and read
the numbers thar. appear on rhe cash register. And don't expect the facetious p1easannies of a cookie:-cutter fast-food restaurant~ mdicate your
selection(s) and step aside like Seinfeld at the Nazi soup kitchen.
Lechonera is located on the Southwest corner of Highway 50
and Dean Road next to a gaudy-look.mg hair salon. They are open
Monday through Saturday from 8 a.m to 7 p.m., but ~ strongly suggest
that you get there as early as possible, because after 3 or 4 in the after·
noon, most items are scarce and some items have been sold out.
Certainly there are more refined Latin restaurants in Orfamdo
that Larin food connoisseurs can dine at, such as Don Pepe's or the Latin
Quarter at Citywalk. But for those of us who have only a fraction of an
hour to do lunch and a conservative budget to do it on, Lcchoncra Latina
is the only game in town.

BARNIE'S COFFEE &TEA co~
Located at "The Patio" inside the
Waterford Lakes Town Center.
Barnie's Coffee would like to welcome
UCF Students back to school with
awesome discounts!
Coffee• Tea• Cocoa• Espresso• Latte• CappucCino
Mocha • Freezers • Coffee Coolers • Pastries • Gifts
Travel Tumblers • Mugs ana more!

Barnie's®

C~py.HOcJr
7 pm to 8 pm.
~

..

..,.

~~j

Buy One Drinll
East-West Expwy@

Get One free!
Free drink must of equal or leSser value.
Not to be combined with any other offer.
Limited time engagement.

Join the Barnie's®

T

CIFFEECllB
80¢ Coffee Refills

or 20% OFF any
Specialty Drinks
any time, all the time
with a Barnie's Coffee
Travel Tumbler.

Not to be combined with any other offer.
Limited time engagement

i~:

- Just when I had become convinced that the only culture in
· Central f<lorida was the bacreria in the water, I happened upon Lechonera ~
Latina. Lechonera is a tiny mom and pop Spanish quasi-bakery/deli not il
far from UCF. I enjoyed empanadas and fried yucca while an oscillaiing
fon kept n.1e cool and meringue filled the quaint ?inin.g room with festive.
ambience. I ate there for the first time on a Monday, and by the following Monday I had eaten there two more times.
'
i
Despite the cornucopia of l:nunch worthy selections, 1 have dif- ~
. ficulty ordering anything besides my usual. which is two chicken M
· empanadas (a culinary concoction sini.ilar to Jamaican beef patties, but
with no Jmmt.ican spices to smart your palette), and a papa relJeno (a
: breaded. fried potato stuffed with ground beef). 1 pick up these tasty
Latin treats in three minutes for three bucks even. Aside from Tropigrill's
· Qumtcr Chicken Value Meal, it is the best quick hunger fix in East
· Orlando.
·
·

NEW STORE GRAND OPENING

E. Colonial Dr.@

".j

KEEP YOUR
RECEIPT!
Your Barnie's Goffe~
receipt is good for
$1. 00 off the price of your
purchase at Quizno's® Subs
just three. doors away!
Not to be combined with any other offer.
Valid only at Quizno's waterford Lakes.
Limited time engagement

SARNIE·s--1
COFFEE &,. TEA Co.

Buy Any Drink
Get One Free
with this coupon!
Free drink must be of equal or lesser value.
Not vahd with any other offer.
Valid only at Barnie's Coffee Waterford Lakes
Offer expires November 30, 2000

I
I
I
I
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Waterford Lakes
TownCentt~

417 N. Alafaya Tr-. J
Orlando, Fi... 32828
(407) 207-2323
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679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

~

15% Discount to
All Students &
· .Faculty with I.D.

1

"A Full Service Florist"
TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407 -629-0050

Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
Back Booth (275-7480)
Calico Jack's (249-2526)
Knight Lights
(482-2500)
Liquid Cellar (381~1009)
Trick Shots (671-7797)

:a
ffi
"·
~- ~Sc"D~S

Fax: 679-6787

10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

(on the comer of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.allinbloom.com

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

wire service excludes discount
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18+
18+

pub/concert
dining/bar
top 40 dance

18+
21 +

concert/bar
pool hall/pub

both
jukebox

$8
NO

21+
18+
18-t
21+
ALL

concert/dance
concert/dining
progressive dance
Latin dance
Concert/dance

both
both
DJ
both
both

$3.25
$5.25
$3-10
$3.25
$3.25

18+

R&B dance

both

$2.25

21+

Bar/dining

both
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18+
21 +
18+
21 +

pub/dance
progressive Dance
top 40 dance
top 40 dance

DJ
DJ
DJ

NO
$5

DJ

$5

18+

!' progressive dance

DJ

11 $3-5

18+

! '70s dance/dining

. DJ

Citywalk
Bob Marley's (224-2262)
Cityjazz (224-5299)
The Groove (224-2227)
Latin Quarter (224-2262)
Margaritaville
(224-2155)
Mowtown Cafe
(363-8000)
Pat O'Brien's (224-5299)
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j 18+

$5
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I $7
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21+

$5
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l $5
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WWW.CRC2000.COM
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1 cigar
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live piano $5

progressive dance ?J
bar/pool hall Jukebox
l 18+ l progressive bar ; DJ

I21 +

CLINIC.A:~:: :RESEA:llCH :: CENT:ER

Clinical Research Center of Florida
58C12 Lake u•rhill Rd.
Orlando, Florida 32807

l

'

1 18+ : piano ba•

You may be eligible to participate in clinical research studies for men or
women 18 to 45 yean of age. Other restrictions may apply. If
you qualify, a stipend of up to $100 per day is available
to compensate for y~ time and transportation.
Please call 407-273-4312 for information.
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TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation ls easy. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can equal better performance.

bands

1#'
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ALL dining/concert

both

$2

21 +
21 +
21+

cafe/bar
concert/bar
cafe

DJ
both
jukebox
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18+

dining/concert

both

$3-5
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21+
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pub
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country dance
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bands

NO
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$3-5
$5

DJ
both

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES DN PERFORMANCE
$215,000
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It's. a simple calculation:
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$5-8
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How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to0.34%.1 ·

Low-£ost Account

$176,000
Higb-CaitAccoont

For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

EXPENSES 2

Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
of $50,000 and hypotheticaJ annual returns of 8%. Total returns
and principal value of investments will fluctuate, and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative pmposes only
and does not reflect actual performance, or predict future
results, of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

AMERICAN DENTAL PLAN
IndividuaVFamilv Plans

Ensuring the future
fqr those who shape it.

Special Student Rates

I

Low premiums tor UCF students

Call 407-644-5500
l

I

Ii ( l

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is
near, but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. • TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. distrib·
utes the CREF and TIAA Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities variable
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TIAA and TlAA·CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and
annuities. •TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. © 2Q00 TIAA-CREF 08/03

www.amdentalplan.com
for a free student infor kit
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COMPUTER TRAINING NEAR YOU
The University of Central Florida, Division of Continuing
Education, is proud to announce the ·addition of
computer courses and -certifications to our already
existing programs. Classes are offered at our Research
Pavilion Building, located half a mile from UCF's main
campus.
./
./
./
./

Word Basic and Advanced
Excel Basic and Advanced
Power Point
Internet & Technical Office
Procedures
./ Microsoft Certified System
Engineer (MCSE)
./ Certified Internet Webmasster
./ Marketing Internet & Web
Design

./
./
./
./
./
./
./

C Programming
C-H-Programming
Introduction to HTML
Advanced HTML
GroupWise
A+ Certification
Certified Network
Engineer (CNE)
./ Certified Network
Administrator (CNA)

-
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Dear Sexpert,
I really like this guy that I've only known U a short time. I feel like I can tell him anything, but
I there's one thing I'm not sure I ·should. The problem is I used to be a strip dancer. I only did it a couple of
times because I thought it would be a good way to pay for school (I was wrong). Even though I didn't do anything like take drugs or drink alcohol, I feel that he may not like me if he knew I danced. What should I do?
Tell him, or let some things be?
-Confused in Orlando, female, 19
j

I Dear Confused in Orlando,
This is a very difficult situation that you are in. I'm assuming that you want the relationship you hope to
develop with this guy to be based on trust Therefore, you should start things off right by sharing your past with him .
You did nothing wrong, and hiding it will only make you seem guilty of worse things. Plus, he could find out from
someone else eventually and that would m,ake you appear deceitfu[
Explain to him why you did it, how much you regret it (if you do regret it) and that you want to always be ·
honest with him. If he is the right guy for you, he will thank you for liking him enough to share such personal secrets
with him and will more than likely share some of his own with you. However, proceed with caution if he is the conservative Christian type who would judge your character based on your past. This is the truest test of his feelings for
you. If he is man enough to realize that this is in your past and that it has nothing to do with your future together,
then this will help you build a strong foundation for a long, healthy relationship. If he freaks out and can't appreciate your blatant honesty, then it wasn "t meant to be. You then need to find someone who likes you for you and doesn't let your image or your past get in the way.

Discounts available for UCF students/faculty/staff

For dates, prices and locations:
please call (407) 207-4920
or visit our website at: www.dce.ucf.edu

Lead Stories

NEW MOPES AND SCOOTS

·Easy on gas. Get
around campus and
no more parking
hassels.
Artistically
styled so you
look good! No
motorcycle drivers license needed. 4
models to choose from starting at $895.00.
See us at www.riopinarmotors.com
or call us at 407-281-9400

Masters af Science In
Aerospace Engineering
lhe Flaida Spcceh""Gfituteis dfaing a
uniq.ua tJOdJdedegree in Aa'apo: e
Engneering at the Kenn ed-1 Spcx:eCeote's

Cenier ta Spooe EdJootioo. the pt~ran
hes two industry needed tra:::ks: Space
Systans Destg-i & Engn eenng and
lheim dfutd Aerrxl/nan ic S~tem e.
With the Flaida Spoce1 n$fitute a1dthefvl5
in Aeraipace Enginee1in g the en tf thing
miGGinghan thefamula fa •uccs~ ~·you.
Call t-800-6 t3-4889 or visit us on
the wela at http:llfs i.-cf.edu

courtroom. The last straw for Judge Martone was when
-- An August Wall Street Journal dispatch from
Steinberg chose to interrupt his questioning of a witness to take
a cal)..
Nuoro, Sardinia(Italy), described locals' love for "casu marzu"
("rotten cheese"), brown lumps of sheep dairy, crawling with
Family Values
maggots, a "viscous, pungent goo that burns the tongue" and
-- In June, Darryl Ennis, 34, called 911 in Slidell,
whose "wiggling worms (often) jump straight toward the eyes
La., for the sole reason of getting police assistance to force his
with ballistic precision." Though the cheese is banned by the
mother to cook him some pork chops. When he allegedly vergovernment, a black market ha,s pushed the price to double that
bally abused the emergency operator for declining his request,
for ordinary cheese. Some locals believe the maggots provide
officers went to his home and arrested him.
authentication, in that it is only when the maggots die that the
-- Very Much Opposed to Becoming a
cheese is inedible.
Grandmother: ln August, Glenda Dowis was arrested by police
-- Damanhur, a 23-year-old, largely self-sufficient
in Lake Clarke Shores, Fla., near West Palm Beach, and
commune in northern Italy, features an underground, fivecharged with forcing her 16-year-old pregnant daughter at gunstory-deep temple (an expansion of 10 times the space is under
point into the Aware Woman Medical Clinic for an abortion.
way); 500 full-time residents; its own currency, schools and tax
After Dowis allegedly told t.h e staff that she would "blow (her
code; and renowned workmanship that produces Tiffany-style
daughter's) brains out" if she refuse'd the abortion, someone
glasswork and silk and cashmere fabrics for European designcalled 91 L According to a detective, Dowis is a construction
er labels. According to a July New York Times report, · worker who had been trying very hard to social climb and thus
Damanhur was a secret until 1992, when an expatriate sued to
felt that having a pregnant teen-age daughter would ruin her
get his money back, causing the tax collector to take an interstanding.
est. Among the passions of the New-Age group are active
Their Own Words
experiments with time travel and an absolute ban (Damanhur's
-- The 21-year-old Lower Paxton Township, Pa.,
only "rule") on smoking.
man (still unidentifi.ed in press reports) whose teen-age girlThe Orgasmic Bureaucrat
friend used Quick Tite glue to bond his penis to his abdomen
-- In an interview in May in the trade journal of the
on July 11 to punish him for cheating on her, to the Harrisburg
American Industrial Hygiene Association, the director of the
(Pa.) Patriot-News: "She knew I was a dog and she found out I
Occupational Safety and Health Ad.ministration's safety stanwas fooling around on her, but it shouldn't have come down to
dards program, Marthe Kent, said she loves her job: "I
that She could've just slapped me or something."
absolutely love it I was born to regulate. I don't know why, but
Recurring Themes ,
that's very true. So as long as I'm regulating, I'm happy." Kent,
-- During its first year (1988), News of the Weird
who heads the agency's controversial ergonomics program
reported on a Houston fellow named Patrick Johnson, who was
(which oversees the effects of, for examp1e, furniture design on
not a bus-company employee but who liked nothing better than
back stress), said, "If you put out a reg, it matters. I think that's
really where the thrill comes from. And fr is a thrill; it's a high.". to dress up in company uniforms, hop into an un~cupied transit bus and drive a route, picking up and discharging passenAwesome!
gers to satisfy his love of buses. In June 2000, Pittsburgh Port
-- Motorist Michael Eck, 43, a Teamsters truck driAuthority police arrested a man with the same obsession:
ver, endured an ultimate-experience, 12-minute thrill ride in ·Ronald Johnson (no relation, as far as authorities know), 21,
his Chevrolet Impala in August on Interstate 83 near York, Pa.
who admitted that he had taken three buses out in recent weeks
According to police reports, another truck driver, James E.
and picked up and discharged riders. A Port Authority execuTrimble, 65, felt Eck had cut him off during a lane change and
tive said Johnson "does have (bus-)driving skills," had a uniangrily bumped ~k's car with his Peterbilt 18-wheeler at 60
form, and apparently "loves buses."
mph, and did not stop bumping him. One hit damaged Eck's
Thinning the Herd
fuel pump, disabling the engine, and Trimble continued to ram
-- July 4, 2000: A 43-year-old man in Lombard, Ill.,
the Impala at full speed for eight miles ("I counted 24 bumps
and a 34-year-old man on New York's Long Island were killed
until I stopped counting," saiq Eck) until police pulled him
when their unlicensed fireworks did not immediately ignite
over and arrested him. Eck was not injured but was disapand the men peered down the launching tubes as if that would
pointed that police would not let him fistfighl: Trimble before
help them detect the problem, only to catch the explosion fullthey took him away.
force. Also, a teen-ager was killed in Des Moines, Iowa, when
-- Latest Survivors: Eugene Slocum, 52, walked
a firecracker tossed out the window of their SUV blew back
three miles with a fractured neck to get help after a rural truck
inside and exploded, igniting other fireworks, which caused
collision (Brighton, Colo., May). Leslie Roth, 35, suffered
the driver to crash into a pole.
only a minor headache after being struck by two separate bolts

In

of lightning on July 15 while with an Outward Bound wilderness school group (Killarney, Ontario). Jose Rojas Mayarita,
39, was incapacitated in his isolated boat for two days before
help arrived, after a 10-foot-long marlin leaped from the water
and speared him, penetrating all the way through Mayarita's
abdomen (near Acapulco, Mexico, July).
Questionable Judgments
-- To encourage hunting, Canada's Ministry of
Envifonment introduced regulations in August to allow children as young as 12 to learn to shoot ducks and geese. The
country has 60 percent fewer hunters than 10 years ago, said
the Canadian Wildlife Service, which has led to animal overpopulations. Participating kids must have had a safety class
and must be accompanied by a licensed hunter at least 18 years
old, but gun-control and children's advocates were nonetheless
enraged.
-- Mount Clemens, Mich., attorney Michael L.
Steinberg was sentenced to I 0 days in jail for contempt of
court in May as the result of his repeated refusal to obey Judge
Michael Martone's admonitions to turn off his cell phone in the

Also, in the Last Month ...
-- City College of New York announced it will provide students, staff and faculty with professional philosophy
counseling in its health-care facility. Officials at Cape
Canaveral finally learned the origin of the plastic bags of urine
found recently in a launch-pad complex; a worker was too lazy
to use the rest room, which was an elevator ride away. Police
called to an apartment where a man had been dead for a week
were held at bay for two hours by the man's 18 cats, aggressively guarding the body (Cairo, Egypt). A 29-year-old man
who broke into a house at night and fondled a sleeping
woman's thigh was chased by the woman's boyfriend out the
d~or, where the molester tripped and broke his leg
(Chambersburg, Pa.).

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box
18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679 or Weird@compuserve.com,
or go to www.NewsoftheWeird.com)
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On Friday, Sept. 1, I saw one of the best concerts I've been to in a
long time. The show took place at the House of Blues and consisted of
four bands from around the country.
Opening up the show at 8 p.m. sharp with their own brand of emotional punk was a band from Chicago called Alkaline Trio. I was
extremely pleased with their set. The crowd seemed pretty bored overall,
but that might have been because Alkaline Trio isn't exactly the type of
music you can "go crazy to." Playing a mixture of songs off all their CDs
such as "San Francisco," "Cringe," "97" and "You've Got So Far To Go"
as well as a few new songs, they really impressed me.
Next up was a band called Saves The Day. Before Saves The Day
came on , the crowd started getting so tight that the front of the pit was
just swaying back and forth. By that time, I decided to go stand on the
stairs. I had seen Saves The Day once a few years ago and was not very
impressed. This time, they took me by surprise. They had the crowd

(JIDE)m (JIDH3 ~ Q2J BCB
DAVID TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

In the world of the entertainment industry, live forms of amusement have always been popular. The idea of live entertainment started all
the way back in Roman times, when a great Saturday night with the guys
was watching Christians being eaten by lions. Over time, however, such
sports were banned for their brutality, leaving people with no form of live
entertainment. Things were boring for a while until they discovered the
miracle that is stand up comedy. Quickly this venue flourished and spread
like wildfire. Now, stand up comedy has come to UCF with the new club
Giggles, a place more entertaining than any gladiator battle.
Last Friday night, I paid a visit to Giggles. As far as the actual
establishment goes, it is essentially a club with a small comedy stage. The
room is fairly spacious, but it can only hold maybe one hundred people.
This is a good thing for the less people there are, the easier it is to hear the
comedian. The atmosphere is very pleasant. The staff at Giggles really
seems to enforce the rule that people should be quiet while the comedian
is onstage, except for laughter of course. Another aspect that I thought was
cool is that the club plays sort of techno renditions of classic rock songs
like "Tainted Love" and "Magic Carpet Ride."
The actual location aside, what really makes a comedy club, is
the comedians themselves. The night I was there, three comedians were
onstage. The emcee,
who calJed himself
Johnny "the Magic
Man" Millwater, was
a pretty cool guy. His
perverted sense . of
humor was hilarious,
while on the other
hand, his many movie
jokes were mediocre.
However, I got the
impression that as time went on, the tone of his jokes intentional. The real
standout of his act was when he shoved a thirteen-inch balloon down his
throat, Howard Stem style.
The next comedian after Johnny was a guy by the name of Kenny
Ball out of L.A. He had some pretty funny stuff. I particularly liked his
complaints about the Orlando area, especially the problem with roaches we
have down here. Also, his rant about kids catching their parents having sex
was funny. After Kenny's act was over Johnny came back onstage and
tried to escape from a strait jacket, which in true comedic fashion, he could
not do.
After his act was a lady by the name of Janet Williams, who was
(I'm not afraid to say) the real star of the show. Janet Williams is from
Tennessee; hence her nickname the "Tennessee Tramp." This lady was
down right hilarious, all the way from her nymphomaniac persona to her
hatred of popular figures such as Monica Lewinsky and Oprah Winfrey.
She was one of the most vulgar people I have ever seen, which makes the
comedy that much better. After the show she handed out some obs~ene
bumper stickers with words on them that I couldn't write here.
Giggles is really a great place and is worth checking out. It is
located inside the Holiday Inn off of University Boulevard. For those who
don't know where that is, the Holiday Inn is across from Fazolis. The
shows are every Friday and Saturday night at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are normally $8 a pop, but UCF students get in for $5, provided they have a valid
student I.D. By the way, only people 18 and older are admitted. It's a great
place for a date (if he or she is not easily offended) or even for a group of
friends to hang out and have a good time. Please note, that large groups
probably should make reservations ahead of time due to limited space, the
number there is (407)275-9000. Plus check out the Giggles web site at
www.gigglesclubs.com. Words to the wise though: do not sit right next to
the stage or the comedians will heckle you.

•
moving and singing along during their
entire set. They look like they are
about 14, but I am pretty sure they are
all between 19 and 21. It's nice to see
that a band that young has started to
build a big following.
After that was Ft. Lauderdale's A
New Found Glory. I'd like to give a ·
big thank you to Jordan (their singer)
for sneaking my girlfriend and I
around the back even though their
guest list was full. It was much appreciated. I am from South Florida, so I
used to see them play all the time
down there. As of recently, they have
really blown up in the music scene
and they are getting very popular. I
recognized a lot of the songs they
played from their latest full length CD
"Nothing Gold Can Stay." I will admit
that they have gotten a lot better than
they were two years ago. I enjoyed
their set. The crowd did too, judging
by the moshing and singing along.

Finally, it was time for the headlining band, California's own Face to
Face. When the curtains opened up at
10:30 p.m., all I could see was a huge
banner on the back wall with two boxers; one was punching the other in the
face. That was pretty much a symbol
of what was to come. The crowd got
really violent during their set, and I
witnessed a few fights. They opened
up with an old song called "You've
Done Nothing" and the place went
nuts. I was completely caught off
guard that they opened with that. They
continued on and played over an
hour's worth of songs from all of their
albums. They interacted great with the
crowd and kept telling us how it was
one of the best shows that they have
ever played in Florida. Being the
fourth time I've seen them play live, I
was amazed at how they still captured
that same energy on stage that they did
when I first saw them in the summer

of 1995. This was the only time I've
seen them play as a three piece. They
were missing their second guitarist
Chad for an unknown reason.
Nevertheless, Face to Face were
incredible. They had an energy that
most bands don't have. Their songs
such as "Disappointed," "Struggle"
and "It's Not Over" just to name a few,
highlighted the show. Also, anyone
who is pro-Napster would've enjoyed
their speech about how much they
love and support Napster, (who is, by
the way, supporting their tour).
They kept the audience involved for
their entire set. Face to Face used to be
one of my all time favorite bands, and
they were exceUent at this show. I had
a_ great time, and there weren't any
bands that I didn't like. I hope Face to
Face keeps corning to Florida in the
years to come and keeps rocking the
house for future audiences.
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Mohammed Al Fayed plans to sue
many American agencies in hopes of
obtaining documents that he thinks
will shed light on the Aug. 31, 1997,
car crash that killed his son Dodi and
Princess Diana. Fayed held a press
Mark
conference last week.
Masnfield, a spokesperson for the
CIA, is- withholding any comments
until he h~ had a chance to read
Fayed's legal -claim after it has been
filed. Mansfield did say, "Any suggestion the CIA had anything to do with this tragedy is ludicrous."
Fayed has always believed that the British throne was the behind
the crash, in an effort to keep Dodi from marrying Diana. He has
even said that Prince Philip is the mastermind behind the accident. The British government denied Fayed's request for a full
inquiry into the matter. Instead he was referred to a French investigation that found the couple's driver, Henri Paul, crashed the
Mercedes because he was drunk.
Bad Michael, Bad
New father, Michael Douglas, was so happy when
Catherine Zeta-Jones gave birth to their son Dylan, that he
brought a 5-pound box of Godiva chocolates to her hospital suite.
Catherine, who delivered Dylan on Aug. 8, is happy to be a mom, ·
but was. horrified by the chocolates. She has postponed their
Sept. 25 wedding so she can lose her pregnancy weight and fit
into her dress. Catherine was angry with Michael for tempting
her with chocolates and she sent the $200 box to the nurses' station. Michael made up with Catherine by buying her a fat free
$25,000 diamond bracelet.

fl

Willis Has Eyes For Liu
Since Bruce Willis' marriage to Demi Moore has ended
and his relationship with Maria Bravo is also over, he's set his
sights on "Ally IvJ;cBeal" co-star Lucy Liu. Bruce is secretly
infatuated with the star of the upcoming Charlie's Angels movie,
but he's playing it cool. lle's 'relying on friends like Matthew
Perry to set him up on a date. Lucy is flattered by all of the attention.

Former Madam Finds New Job
Former Hollywood madam Heidi Pleiss has a new look
and line of work. She wants to publish a book online by the end
of the year. Pleiss commented about her former job, "I was the

will still have "liberal visitation rights." Kim's attorney, Neil
Rockind said: "Kim left the courthouse on Monday very pleased
with what took place. She's looking forward to this opporttinity
to take care of her daughter." Many issues still have to be
resolved including child support, .spousal support and identifying
the value of and dividing marital assets. Rockind added that
resolving everything will be a "monumental task. Eminem is a
guy who has his hands in a lot of pots: from albums to personal
appearances ...and groups he represents. She has a rightful share
in all of those entities ... During the course of this case people are
going to discover that when Eminem was nothing, nobody, Kim
played a huge, significant role in helping him advance his career."
llARMEET SIDHU,

STAFF WRITER

last of the last," she told th,e Im Angeles Times. "You can get
anything you want now online." The interview with the 1imes
was the first time Pleiss spoke about her release from prison last
September. She served more than three years for her part in running an exclusive call girl service. Some clients were charged as
much ·as $10,000 for a visit. Since Pleiss' release she has had
plastic surgery on her lips, ears, eyes and breasts. "Being in
prison with n9 skin care really does a number on you," she said.
"You 're out in that recreation yard with the sun beating down on
you. It really ages you prematurely."
How Not To Be A Struggling Actor ~01
Before Harrison Ford became Han Solo, he made his
living by being a freelance carpenter between movie and TV gigs.
And that's the way he wanted it. Having a carpentry job and
earning good money meant that Ford could pick and choose auditions without having to crawl on his knees to casting directors
and producers. In his 1998 biography Ford said: "I wasn1 t there
as a person who needed a job to put bread on the table. When
you're an out-of-work actor and you walk into an audition, you're
an empty vessel." For most ~spiring actors, the choice of another job is crucial for both their career and mental well-being.
Stories about Jack Nicholson as an office boy in the MGM cartoon department, Heather Graham ushering at the Hollywood
Bowl and Brad Pitt working as an El Pollo Loco mascot are all
true. Having a day job leaves aspiring actors (in the words of
many p·arents) "something to fall back on."
Eminem Settles Suit
Eminem and his estranged wife, Kirn Mathers, have
settled the $10 million suit that Kim had filed against him. Both
sides had come to an agreement. Kim won physical custody of
their daughter, Hailie, but both have joint legal custody. Eminem

Madonna Engaged To Be Married
Madonna was recently seen with her beau, Guy
Ritchie, and was wearing a diamond ring, which everyone
believes is an engagement ring. In Britain's Sun newspaper it
states that Ritchie, 31, will marry Madonna, 41, by the end of the
year. Ritchie's producer/friend Erin Berg told the Sun that the
two were engaged. Ritchie is the father of Madonna's second
child, Rocco, who she gave birth to three weeks ago. HQwever,
he's not the father of Madonna's first child, Lourdes. She
belongs to Madonna's former personal trainer Carlos Leon.
Madonna's latest single "Music" is on the U.K. charts, debuting
last week at the number one position.
Renfro Has a Run-in With The Law
Actor Brad Renfro (Apt Pupil) reported for work in
Fort Lauderdale, on the set of his new movie Bully, a day after he
was released from jail. Renfro, who was let out on $10,000 bond,
was held on charges of grand theft for attempting to steal a
$175,000, 45-foot yacht. Police arrested Renfro, 18, and his
friend, Harold Bond, 24, after the two were accused of trying to
take the yacht from a private marina around 4 a.m. Monday.
Authorities report that the boat was
tied to the pier and bounced back
when the boys attempted a geta,way,
damaging both the yacht and the
dock. Police are currently investigating whether or not Renfro and Bond
were under the influence of drugs or
alcohol at the time of the theft. This
isn't the first time Renfro has been in
trouble with the law. In 1998, he had
a plea bargain on charges of marijuana and cocaine.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Bottommost
7 Saint's glow
11 Explode
14 Puzo book
15 Harbinger
16 Expression of
surprise
17 Deli loaf
18 Showy flowers
20 Extremity
21 Cook's wardrobe
23 Concerning
24 Popular cookie
25 Tablelands
26 Weighing
carefully
32 Litter's smallest
33 Sleeping car
compartment
36 Quaint hotel
37 Guest
40 Singer Ritter
41 Triangular windcatcher
43 Baseball team
44 Stetsons
48 Perspiration
50 Asian sea
51 Brooches
52 Allocation plan
55 Scornful
exclamation
58 In matched
pairings
60 Vigorous
62 _ Plaines, IL
63 Pismires
64 Made dirty
65 Ames and Asner
66 Weirdo
67 Encapsulate

SENATE ELECTION NEWS
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10 Lennon's love
11 Scartet flower
12 Scartett's last
name
13 Stances
19 Sister's daughter
22 Howard or Wood
24 Can. province
25 Silent actor
26 Speaker of
Cooperstown
27 Seek prey
28 Inbred quality
DOWN
29 Question
1 Go down in
aggressively
defeat
30 Youngster
2 Middle East
31 Trouble
sultanate
34 Hiker's shelter
3 Actress Tuesday 35 Former mates
4 -erioa
37" _It a Pity"
5 'lor of the
38 Old Gray Mare,
2:id Gospel
for one
6 Taiwan capital
39 By way of
7 King of the
42 Leavening agent
road?
43 Org. of Caprtals
8 Prayer ender
45 Trail behind
9 Stool supports
46 Ultimatum words

SCHEDULED EVENTS

SEPTEMBER

Petition Pickup

Sept. 5th ( 9 a.m.)

~ Info Meeting

Sept. 7th (4 p.m.)

Declaration of Candi~acy

Sept. 11th- 13th ( 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.)

2nd Info Meeting

Sept. 13th 12:00 p.m. (Noon)

Active Campaigning Begins

Sept. 18th 12:00 p.m. (Noon)

Candidate Forum

Sept. -18th 12:00 p.m. (Noon)

9/8/00
3rd

Solutions

Elections

54 Cubicle table
55 Dracula Lugosi
56 Pub drinks
57 Jekyll's
alter ego
59 Grown acorn
61 Singer bamone

Sept. 18th ( 2:00 p.m.)
Sept. 25th - 27th

•

Senate elections are here again! SGA is very excited about the upcoming elections
_because it will be done a little different than in the past. It has been decided to have
the elections on-line. There will still be a tent outside of the Student Union, with
laptops to use. But hopefully this new way of voting will make it a lot easier for all
of the voters who can "log on" and vote from the comfort of their own home.

•

If you are interested in running for a senate position, the dates listed above are
important dates to remember.

•

Petition Pickup begins September 5th, Declaration of candidacy is September 11th
through the 13th, Active Campaigning begins September 18th, Candidate forum is
Se~tember 18th, @2:00 p.m. and last but not least Elections take place September
25 through September 27th.

•

There will also be three informational meetings on September 7th, 13th, and the 18th•

v l l:J 3 ~ 0
1 S 3 M0 l
47 Country
48 Wedgwood's
porcelain
49 and dined
52 U2 singer
53 "Do others
as .. ."

Info Meeting

)
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)
HELP WANTED
Small landscape maintenance company needs
part-time and full-time help. if you enjoy
being outdoors and like to work with minimal
supervision, please call 407-365-4458.
Located in the UCF area.
Telemarketers wanted - easiest job in town No selling - $6-$10 hr. All shifts open, no
experience necessary. Call 407-673-9300.
Help spread the word!
Exciting new wirel.ess data technology!
$8/hour - Flexible schedules for students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teai;h you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-819 l

IF YOU CAN SELL ...
WE'LL PAY YOU WELL!!!
Looking for motivated individuals to launch a
new wireless network for rapidly advancing
telecommunications company. Good pay. No
experience necessary, will provide training.
*No inventory
*No telemarketing
* No cold calls
Receive bonuses for referrals & double your
salary! Call for interview: (407) 737-6799.
After school care needed for 3 elementary
school aged children in the Oviedo area.
Monday - Friday 3-6 pm. Call Diane at
407-977-2777. Must have own transportation
and references.
RECEPTIONIST: PT, flexible schedule/nice,
friendly office, $9.50/hr. Start immediately.
407-422-1000 ext. 191.
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Home Infusion Company seeks a per diem
driver to deliver medication and supplies to
patients homes. Flexible hours. Must be
responsible, familiar with Orlando area and
have a good driving record. Interested
applicants call 407-678-2068.
Wanted a Graphic Art Designer - $25.00 $35 .00 an hour to work on a small design pro. ject. Call Henry (office) 407-380-3811 or
leave a message (cell) 407-718-7966.

PT and FT evening 2 pm- I 0 pm Front Desk

COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Fluent
English/Spanish, basic understanding of
investment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-3870

MANAGEMENT TRAlNEE
Attn Jrs & Srs: Will train
energetic people person
with a positive attitude.
Contact Debbie @ 407-895-9393.

Resp~nsible adult needed to watch 5 year old
son - our home 6: 15-8: 15 am 3-4 days/week UCF/Carillon area. Transportation/references
required. Pager ( 407)763-5155 - leave
message.

Valet Parking - Excellent pay for
outgoing, friendly personality. Must be clean
cut and have a valid Florida drivers license
with minimal points. FT/PT/AM/PM & midnight positions available in the downtown
area. Call Mike at 407-841-7275 .

Child care needed Tuesdays 3 pm to 10 pm.
Need own car & good driving record. Easy
job. Perfect for college student that needs
extra$. 407-774-7716.

DO YOU KNOW THE VALUE OF FUN?
Looking for energetic and motivated candidates for campus sales or promotions. Earn
internship credits, gain valuable experience
and GET PAID for meeting people and having
a good time! Fax your resume 954-577-9288
(attn: Gary), email to jobs@FunU.com or call
1-888-921-FUNU.
Play or work? Why not both? Specialty toy
store in Winter Park hiring sales associates
and entry level managers for both day and
evening shifts. Must be energetic and dependable. Previous child related experience preferred. Call 407-622-TOYS (8697) or fax
resume to 407-622-1590.

Parks/Rec Dept. Pass Dept. of Children &
Families requirements. Prior exp. working
with school age children preferred. Minimum
salary $6.24 an hour (based on shift). Approx.
20-40 hrs. per week. M-F. Apply: City of
Maitland, Personnel, 1776 Independence
Lane, Maitland, FL 32751, 407-539-6255
EOE MIFIDN DFWP
Early morning child care 3-4 mornings a week
6: 15 a.m. until 8: 15 a.m. Must have transportation and references. Great pay for care of
very easy child. Winter Park. Please leave
message 407-622-7188.

why waste money ...
when you can have a FREE CELLULAR
PHONE with free activation, long distance,
roaming and much more! While supplies last!
Rate plans start at $18.95. Don't delay - call
today: (407) 737-1060.

Christian Preschool teachers, afternoon teachers (3:00 - 6:00 p.m.), and substitute teachers
needed for Union Park Christian School,
10301 East Colonial Drive, Orlando. If you
love children and the Lord call 407-282-0551.

Family seeks a babysitter for after school
Tuesdays & Thursdays from 3:30 -6 pm. Must
have own transportation, be responsible and
love dealing with children. Cnterested
candidates please call 407-366- 1539.

Need outgoing girls for Flower Sales at some
of the hottest clubs in Orlando. make full-time
money, work part-time hours. If interested
please call and set-up an appointment.
407-345-1608

A&r school childcare needed in the Maitland
area for IO-year old girl, 5 days per week,
2:30 pm-6:30 pm. $7.50/hr. References and
transportation required. Call Richard at
407 - 843~0126 between 8 am and 6 pm.
Valet Attendants needed Days $8-$12/hr. .
Flexible scheduling - Great for students.
Apply at Rosen Centre Hotel, I-Drive 407351-0054.
MAKE MONEY ON THE WEB WITH
YOUR OWN 35MB SITE, COMPLETE
WITH SET-UP & HOSTING FOR $125.
INSTRUCTION AN SUPPORT TO S'D\RT
EARNING NOW.
www.skyboom.com/unlimited
407-876-9077.

available at college apartment complex in
Lake Buena Vista area. Excellent pay and
benefits. Fax response "formal resume not
necessary" to Price Management
407-658-6103.

FoRRENr

SERVICES

2/2 Condominium for Lease/Rent.
Conveniently located near UCF. Tile floor/full
capacity wash/dryer. $710 +first/last &
deposit. Pool/jacuzzi 407-256-8452

Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs Student Groups

2 Rooms in Waterford Lakes house for Rent!!
5 minutes from campus, $350 a month + l/3
utilities. For more information call Patty at
(407) 275-7297.

MISC.
Seeking commutei: to share ride from Merritt
Island/Cocoa area to main campus in Orlando
for p.m. classes Fall semester, possibly each
clay. 321-449-9737 - leave message.

Furnished efficiency for rent in Chuluota near UCF, all utilities included. $350.00 per
month w/ $200.00 security deposit. ~all
(407) 366-2545.

Custom Shirts, Hats and Gifts to promote
your group. Screen print, Embroidery, Gift
and Promo items: Frizbees Koozies Flags
Bags Shades Awards Cups U-Name-[t. 750k
items with your logo. Steve 407-222~0091.

Winter Park (Howell Branch/Aloma): UCF
Alumni seeks resp~nsible student to share 3/2
pool home, fireplace, washer/dryer. $499
includes utilities (furnished/unfurnished) no
drugs/drinking, must be clean ($400 deposit).

CLUBS
Campus Crusade for Christ presents Big
House every Thursday night at 7:30 pm in
Pegasus Ballroom (Student Union).
UCF Butokukan Club Tae Kwon Do
Aikido and self defense. Co-ed
beginners classes now forming.
Class hours: Mondays/Thursdays
8 pm to I 0 pm Education Buildings
Multipurpose room. All welcome.

Raise money for your
club/organization by
promoting products and
events on your campus.

UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Uni<;m
for room location.

* Great earnings
* Set your own hours
* No sales involved

FRESH START
Painted furniture you can use it as is or create
your own design. Dressers-chests-beds-night
stands. Real bargains - Call 407-671-1122.

Bits & Pieces of CFL. Located at 659 S.
Goldenrod Rd., Orlando, FL 32822 (407) 2770713 has preowned household furnishings e.g .. lamps, kitchen items, furniture, pictures,
you name it! 10% student discount with ID.

easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Female roommate needed to share 2 bedroom/
2 1/2 bath townhouse in Tuscawilla, 15 minutes from UCF. $400/month includes utilities.
Call Emily at (407) 977-3717.

FOR SALE

MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the # I selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.

Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

I

800.487.2434 Ext.4651

l

campusrep@americanpassage.com

Student Government Senate Allocations
8/112000 to 813112000

Purpose

Am.out

OAF0003 Psychological Society

Kick-Off Events

$750.00

OAF0004 Film This!
OAF0005 Army ROTC
SB32-72 Nat'l Soc Of Black Engineers

Film equipment

$1,000.00
$500.00

Organization Name

Senate Working Fund

Salute Cannon Repairs
NSBE Train with SGA Logo

Total

Senate Working Fund

$2,500.00
$4,750.00

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A0002
A0003

Forensic Science Assn
Am Chemical Soc Student Affiliate

$150.0Q

Office Supplies
Office Supplies

$150.00

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$300.00

C & 0-Travel
R0007

Justin Green

8/09/-8/13/00, Conference

R0017
R0018

Mircea Mujat
Ambereen Shaikh

Conference
Conference

R0019
R0020
R0021
SB32-71

Yan-Hua Liu

Conference
Annual Meeting

Kim Daniels

Julie Richmond
Cypress Dome Society

$250.00
$250.00
$250.00
$3,500.00

Research
Print Run

Total
,Y

$250.00
$250.00
$250.00

C & 0 - Travel

$5,000.00
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UCF offense sputters in ·the fourth quarter
FRoMPAGE32

prevent the Yellow Jackets from scoring
for most of the first half. With 13 seconds
left in the half, however, Yellow Jacket
quarterback George Godsey, making his
first ever collegiate start, hit wide receiver
Kerry Watkins for a 23-yard touchdown
that cut UCF's lead to 10-7 and gave
Georgia Tech some momentum going into
halftime.
The Golden Knights countered in the
second half, however, showcasing their
quick strike capabilities to regain a 10point lead. On UCF's second drive of the
half, quarterback Victor Penn hit Clark on
a deep post route for a 79-yard touchdown, the third longest TD pass in school
history. But that was the last time the
Golden Knights would be able to generate
any offense. UCF took a 17-7 lead into
the fourth quarter, and seemed poised to
put the game away, but a trick play gone
awry became the starting point for the
Golden Knights' demise. With nine minutes left in the game, Golden Knight Head
Coach Mike Kruczek called for a reverse
on 2nd down and 8 from their own 7-yard
line, a play designed for wide receiver
Tyson Hinshaw. Hinshaw, who started his
career UCF as a quarterback, launched a ·
pass 50 yards down the sideline to an open
Clark, but Clark fumbled the ball as he
was being tackled and Georgia Tech
recovered. The Yellow Jackets, who had
been alternating between 'junior George
Godsey and freshman Andy Hall at quarterback all night, decided to stick with
Godsey in the game's final minutes.
Godsey, who was recruited by UCF in
1997, calmly took Georgia Tech down the
field and completed another 23-yard
touchdown pass, this one to star wide
receiver Kelly Campbell. The Golden

Knights got the ball back and were given
another chance to put the game away, but
a dropped pass by Tavirus Davis on 2nd
and 14 with just over three minutes to play
eventually led to a UCF punt and the
opportunity for the Yellow Jackets to
mount a game winning scoring drive.
' "We make a big play from Hinshaw to
Clark and we fumble the ball," Kruczek
said. "Game's over with; we have the ball
down on their 40-yard line. We drop a
pass on the last drive that's a first down.
(If) we chew clock, they don't score. Gotta
make plays."
The game's final drive invoked memories of UCF's many other near upsets in ·
recent history. As Godsey moved .the
Yellow Jackets quickly down the field, it
seemed as though Golden Knight fans and
players alike began to see images from the
past; Auburn's Karsten Bailey scoring the
CFf FILE PHOTO
game winning touchdown with just sec- Sophomore Elton Patterson recorded five tackonds left to play in 1998,_ Daunte les against the Yellow Jackets, including oneCulpepper tripping and falling short of the sack ·
goal line on a two point conversion try in
"We've had a few of these games in my
overtime against Ole Miss in 1997, and
the referee at the 1999 UCF-Georgia career here," said Kruczek. "I really
game who called Kenny Clark for offen- thought that we were going to get over the
sive pass interference on a play that was hump tonight. Their offense got very hot
clearly defensive pass interference and at the end of the ball gam~ and our
would have put the Golden Knights in defense just got tired and our offense didposition for a game-winning field goal. n't do their part."
The defensive effort was the high point
And just like in those games, UCF's hopes
of an upset against Georgia Tech were of the game for UCF. The Golde.n Knight
crushed the game's final seconds, as defensive unit was forced into being on
Godsey completed a 1-yard touchdown to the field for a large portion of the game, as
tight end Brian Lee on a play action pass the Golden Knight offense went 1-12 on
that fooled. the Golden Knight defense. third downs and managed only 57 plays
That was only lead the Yellow Jackets compared to 84 for Georgia Tech. D'espite
would have the entire game. UCF got the this disadvantage, however, the UCF
ball back with 38 seconds to play, but defense held the Yellow Jackets, who had
Penn was intercepted and the Yellow rushed for over 300 yards in last season's
game, to just 110 yards rushing on 43 carJackets ran out the clock.

ries.
"(Defensive coordinator Gene) Chizik
had a real good plan for us to play against
the run," said senior defensive tackle Josh
McKibben. "Our goal was to stop that run.
We knew they had two good backs, and
that's we were set out to do, and I think
we accomplished that."
"I was proud as hell of our defense," said
Kruczek. "I thought they stepped up and
did a great job against (Georgia Tech),
they flew around the football and hit
extremely well."
Many ofUCF's offensive woes were due
to their lack of success at establishing a
running game. The Golden Knights managed just eight yards rushing on 26
attempts, forcing Penn to have to throw
the ball in a number of 3rd down and long
·
situations.
"I was very disappointed in the offensive
line not being able to re-establish the line
of scrimmage in the running game," said
Kruczek. "We had too many three and
outs in the second half. They came with a
blitz and shut down the run by running in
all the gaps. We tried to match up protection and throw the ball down the field, but
when you come up with third and nine
and third and ten, it's hard to convert those
situations."
Penn was 15 of 30 for 197 yards, one
touchdown and one interception. Clark
had five catches for 148 yards and a
touchdown, while Hinshaw caught /six
balls for 54 yards. Javier Beorlegui averaged 45.1 yards per punt, including landing three punts inside the Georgia Tech
20-yard line.
The Golden Knights return to action this
Saturday at 6:00 p.m., when they will take
on I-AA opponent Northwestern State at
the Florida Citrus Bowl.
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Northwestern State opened its season with a 31-14 win over Southern

Golden Knights shift focus
to Northwestern State

Located in the UCF
Student Union

Phone 282-1900
Fax 282-1905
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will be led by junior quarterback Aubrey Jones. Jones passed for
751 yards and three touchdowns in limited action last season, but
threw 11 interceptions. As a team, NSU threw 29 interceptions
compared with only eight touchdown passes. The receiving
corps is led by junior Nathan Black, who caught 31 balls for 674
yards and two touchdowns in 1999.
Following the los.s to Georgia Tech, UCF Head Coach Mike
Kruczek talked about what the Golden Knights will have to do to
move on and focus on this week's opponent, though he said that
the team had yet to pay much attention to anyone on their schedule other than Georgia Tech.
We 're just going to have to get over the disappointment, learn
from the mistakes, and draw something positive from this experience," said Kruczek. "That will help us in the game next week
against Northwestern State. I really haven't followed the schedule, I really don't care. All I focused on was Georgia Tech."
Northwestern State did earn an interesting distinction last year
when I-AA All-American safety Mike Green was taken by the
Chicago Bears as the final pick in the NFL Draft. Each year, the
draft's final pick is dubbed "Mr. Irrelevant" and subjected to a
flurry of media attention. The "Mr. Irrelevant" celebration
including a trip to Disneyland, a parade, and a dinner in Green's
honor.
Though it won't be the same as beating Georgia Tech, the
Golden Knights are almost certain to get their first win of the
season against NSU, gaining some positive momentum for a
Sept. 16 showdown with Akron, one of the favorites in the I-A
MAC conference.

Clark had brea11011
game against Georgia Tech
FROMPAGE32

It's game day, and you've been wait~ng all week. Cooler
is packed ... car is ready, only question is ... what's the best
way to get there? The answer is simple: take the 408
(East-West Expressway). It's quick, it's easy, and with
E-PASS, there's no fumbling for change and no waiting in
line -- just clear sailing to the end zone. So when the big
day arrives, make sure your game plan includes the
Expressway Authority and E-PASS.

For more information on £-PASS, call (407) 823-7277.

www.expresswayauthority.com
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Clark knows a thing or two about holding onto a fight. After
being rated as one of the nation's top wide receivers out of Ocala
Vanguard High School in 1995, Clark's first two seasons at UCF
were disappointing ones, ~s he caught only five passes for ~5
yards. Following his second season, however, Clark renewed his
commitment to football, and with some positive influence from
his cousin and then-UCF quarterback Daunte Culpepper, Clark
began to make a name for himself with his play. In 1998, Clark
caught 40 passes for 481 yards and six touchdowns despite being
the fourth wide receiver on the depth chart, and in 1999, he was
the first junior to ever be voted a team captain. In taking a vocal
leadership role with the team, he followed his own example by
catching 54 passes for 655 yards and six more touchdowns. This
season, Clark could vault himself into the NFL Draft with big
Individual numbers. His size (6' I", 210 pounds) and speed (4.47
40-yard dash) give him the physical tools to play at the professional level, and now he needs to prove to the scouts that he is
just as a good a receiver as he is a physical specimen.
But right now, all Clark wants to do is help his team finally get
that upset win over a big name college football program. The
Golden Knights have two more chances this season, playing
games against Alabama and Virginia Tech. Both teams are
known for their strong defenses, but if last Saturday's game is
any indication, don't expect many Crimson Tide or Hokie defensive backs to keep Clark from achieving that goal.
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Men's soccer undergoes youth movement
The team has come through preseason
practices relatively unscathed in the injury
department, suffering no major injuries
that could hurt their performance in the
beginning of ~e season. And with plenty
of depth, the Golden Knights will have the
luxury of rotating players in and out more
often. This should help out the starters
and let them rest during the many stretches this season where the team will play a
number of games in the period of just a
few days. Another advantage to the interchangeable lineup is that opponents will
not know whom they will face until game
time.
With some new faces on the team coµies
a possible problem with communication,
but Teittinen says there is nothing to
worry about in that department.
"The diversity of these guys and their
ability to communicate with each other is
great", said Teittinen. "I don't see where
we will have any problems on the field in
that aspect of our·game."
With the relative inexperience of the
Golden Knights' lineup comes the need
for leadership. Both captains will provide
this young team with the leadership it
needs in order to be successful.
"Our responsibility is to take a leading
role", said co-captain Oyvind Thorlna, a
freshman midfielder. "We need to help
these guys and make them comfortable
here, which I think we are doing well."

BRIAN HANKS
STAFF WRITER

I

During the 1999 season, the UCFsoccer
team finished an up and down year by
reaching the semi-finals of the _Trans
America Athletic Conference tournament.
After spending some time ranked the
nation's top 25 early in the year, the
Golden Knights struggled throughout
most of the season, but were on a six game
winninB streak when they were knocked
out ofthe conference tournament. Now in
2000 Bie team looks to a younger group
of p'Uyers to pie~ up where last year's
left off.
sq
Cf lost four of its top five scorers to
graduation last year, including striker
Heikki Rjtvanen, who earned 4 consecutive All-Region honors and is the third
leading career goal scorer in Division I-A
men's soccer history with 88,. and Ari
Nurmi, who led the team with 41 points.
This ~on, the Golden Knights wiJJ rely
on a niUch younger nucleus of players to
carry the team against a TAAC conference
in which they were picked to finish second in the preseason poJJ. One of the
major problems early in the season for
Head Coach Bob Winch wiJJ be determining who the starters will be.
"The first two games are kind of the corner stone for the season", said co-captain
Sarni Teittinen, a junior defender. "We
will use those games to determine who the
starters will be and what we need to work
on in order to get into midseason form."
7

One of !JCF's key returning players is
junior goalkeeper Antti Laitinen, who had

a 1.29 goalsagainst average
and
2.5
shutouts in 14
starts last season. One of the
challenges for
the team will
be perfecting
the communication between
Laitinen and all
the new players.
"The communication with
the goalkeeper
is essential,"
said _Teittinen.
"Although it
will be a challenge, I don't
think ·it will
hurt us overall".
The Golden
" ' ' ;,.;"'"-""' "'"""" ' "-""1'°'
Knights began
their
season
with two home
games in the
UCF
Soccer .___.;;;...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.___PH_o_T_o_B_Y_F_ERNEY
__
VAlEN--CIAClassic
last UCF hopes to earn a trip the
weekend, and
begin conference play at Campbell University on Sept.
9. The team has the potential to improve
upon last year's 12-7 record, and will

(

NCAA Tournament.
attempt to win the TAAC Championship
and earn an automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament.

<

As a student you should start planning
for your future, today! Come to this one-night
workshop and learn the effects of good credit
vs. bad credit and how to save for your future.
Details:

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.
Ten weeks may not seem uke much time to prove you're capable of being a leader. But if
you're tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a lot of hard work could make you an
Officer of Marines. Officer Candidates School (OCS) is where you'll get the chance to prove
you've got what it takes to lead a life full of exdtement, challenge, and honor. Anyooe can
say they've got what it fiJ.k.~~.1~.-!;?e a leader, we'll give you t~n_ ~e:_~-~<!_f:>'O~~.

iC. . ·-:-· - -

Marines

The Few. The Prouil.
MA R l N E Q F F .I C ~ R

-Y-isit-Coptain Jockson Reeseof"Gunnery Sergeant Mory Flecher on September 14 -15, 2000
at the South Patio/Student Union Bldg. from 10:00 am • 2:00 pm
or call toll free 1-800-270-9874 ext H-15.

,

I

WHEN: Wednesday, September 13, 2000
WHERE: Classroom· Building, Room 219
T.-ME: Workshop 6-8 PM/Registration begins 5:30 PM
COST: FREE!!!! And you don't have to sign up for a credit card either.
FREE STUFF: Door prize drawings for cool stuff

Space is limited!
Call (407} 823-3453 by Sept. 12

UIF
SAA

<

September

6, 2000 • www.UCFfuture.com
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Davis thrives in first start at new position

AIDES

$1000 Sign on Bonus
Join our team assisting
people with disabilities in our
UCF area Group Homes
~p

•

to $8.30/hour

Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Health/Dental Insurance
(407) 645-321 t Press t
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DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

Entering last Saturday's game against Georgia
Tech, UCF junior linebacker Willie Davis hadn't
played in a competitive football game in almost
a year. In the second week of the 1999 season,
Davis tore the triceps muscle in his left arm and
was forced to sit out the remainder of the year
with a medical redshirt. He had only one career
start and 12 career tackles in his three years at
UCF.
That all changed last Saturday.
Davis returned from arm surgery to win the
starting job at the strong side linebacker position
in spring practices this year. But when starting
middle linebacker Tito Rodriguez had to have
arthroscopic knee surgery earlier this fall, the
task of taking his place fell to Davis. The middle
linebacker position is one of the most difficult
positions to learn in football, having been sometimes referred to as the "quarterback" of the
defense. As a middle linebacker, Davis would
now have to call many of the team's defenses
after watching how the opposing team's offense
lined up, and he had only fall camp to learn his
new position.
"Middle linebacker is a critical area simply
because we graduated three seniors last year, had
to move Tito to the middle, and now we've had
to move somebody else there," said UCF Head
Coach Mike Kruczek.
But Davis welcomed the challenge, despite
being somewhat small (5' 11 ", 215 pounds) for
the position. Georgia Tech rushed for over 300
yards against UCF in 1999, and Davis would
have to play a large part in preventing that .from
happening this season. And that is exactly what
he did. Georgia Tech managed only 110 rushing
yards on 43 carries, an average of only 2.6 yards
per carry, a result of one of UCF's best defensive
performances in school history.
"We went into the game this year saying that
we were going to stop the running game," said
Davis. "Our defense did, we went in there and
stopped the running game. They had a couple of
big plays, but that happens in every game." ·
In his first ever start at the middle linebacker
position, Davis finished second on the team with
l 0 tackles, including two for lost yardage. He
nearly doubled his UCF career stats in just one
game. According to Davis, he just looked at

CFF FllE PHOTO

Junior Willie Davis made 10 tackles against Georgia
Tech.
game as another practice, but one that earned
quite a bit of importance.
"My first start at middle linebacker felt pretty
good," he said. "It's like a normal practice.
That's how we went into the game, looking at it
like another practice, but i.t was for a win or a
loss. We lost today, so we've got to get ready for
the game next week."
The middle linebacker position was a big concern for the UCF coaching staff this year, but
Davis put those fears away with his performance
against Georgia Tech. And when Rodriguez
returns, the Golden Knights will have two very
capable players at the position. Until then, however, the UCF defense will be anchored by
Davis, and that is a thought that should no longer
worry anyone.

Cromwell emphasizes team delense
FROM PAGE

· Trip includes airfare, lodging, and tickets.
Winners travel on charter plane with the
'
UCF team and stay at the team hotel!
Sept. 2
Sept.16
Sept.30
Oct. 7
Oct. 28
Nov.4

GeorgiaT~

Akron
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Alabama
Louisiana Tech

Enter today!
Runners-up receive
four tickets to UCF
home games!
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we win championships with defense. I think the
defense will be as good as it was last year and

are still emerging," said Cromwell. "I could hopefully the attack will be better than it was last
potentially have three or four freshman starting. year."
I think that some are going to start emerging. At
The Golden Knigh~s continue their non-conferfirst they, came in and were kind of just checking ence schedule this week against Georgetown and
things olit, but now they see that they can com- Navy, and. begin defense of their TAAC
pete and maybe earn a spot."
Championship on Sept. 13 against Florida
After evaluating last season, Cromwell said that ·' Atlantic.
the UCF's play in non-conference games is the
main area that needs improvement in order to
meet their goals for this season.
''Last year there were things that I wanted to
imp~ove upon," said Cromwell. "One was our
games against non~conference opponents. I
think that there are some games that we didn't
perform well. We need to step in and win some
of those games against high ranked and non-conference opponents."
The team has not been able to do so, however,
dropping its first three games of the season to
non-conference opponents, Texas, Texas A&~
Florida International. After suffering those
defeats, Cromwell feels that the Golden Knights
need to get back to their defensive ways of hm

ana
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season and improve the offensive attack.
"I am always going to pride myself on the
defense of the teams that I coach," said
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Cromwell. "We want to continue that trend that
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Log on and

make ·a date with the lnfoGirls, your personal

guides to the hottest fantasy sports site on the Web.

•

At lnfoCouch.com, you'll find the latest sports news, player
updates, standings and more. All the info you need to
take your pro or college football team to .the playoffs.
And to get t_he season started, rookies and pros alike
will want to check out our one-of-a-kind lnfoGirl
video tutorials.
So what are you waiting .for? The 2000
. fantasy football season is just a mouse
click away. Log on today and

get in the game!
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Women'S soccer looks to continue TAAC dOfilinance
•

-NATASHA BERK
STAFF WRrrER

•
•
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To say that there is a bit of pressure on
the UCF Women's Soccer team this season may be a bit of an understatement.
The Golden Knights won the Trans
American Athletic Conference regular
season title last year with an 8-0-1 record,
outscoring their opponents 26-0, and then
continued their dominating ways by
sweeping through the conference tournament, allowing only one goal in three
games en route to the championship. And
with almost every player returning from
last year's squad, it comes as no surprise
that the Golden Knights receiv~ 9 of 10
first-place votes in the TAAC preseason
poll, being picked to repeat as conference
champions.
The highlight of the 1999 season for
UCF was playing in the NCAA
Tournament, where they upset Furman
Univ~rsity in the first round.
"The first round of the NCAA tournament was just a great time," said senior
midfielder Claire Kohake. "We just came
together and we played really well as a
team. Everyone was just so happy. We
even had a quote that was going around,
'my team completes me', and we all got
shirts and we all got along so great. It was
such great team chemistry. It was awesome:"
The GO>lden Knights will need to regain
that level of play and team chemistry in
order to go even further in the NCAA
Tournament this season, but winning the

PHOTO BY FERNEY VAIENCIA

UCF did not allow a goal in TAAC regular season play last year.
TAAC is still first priority, said UCF Head
Coach Amanda Cromwell.
"First and foremost is to win the TAAC
again this year," said Cromwell. "I would
like for us to be ranked first going into the
TAAC tournament. Getting an automatic
bid (to the NCAA Tournament) is definitely our goal. Since the start we've
talked about getting further than we did
last year. That would be to get to the third
round and beyond."
With the loss of three seniors to gradua-

..

tion after last season, senior co-captains
Cally Howell and Claire Kohake are
looked upon to take larger leadership roles
on as well as off the field. Howell lead the
team last season with a career best 12
assists and spent the majority of the season among the nation's top 25 assist leaders, peaking at 19th. She was the only
member of the team to make the AllTAAC first team last season, also being
named to the NSCAA All-Southeast
Region second team and the Soccerbuzz

All-Southeast Region third team. Kohake
tied for third in the TAAC last season with
11 goals. She' produced the game-winning goal that eliminated Furman from the
NCAA tournament last season, and was
named UCF Female Athlete-of-the-Year
for the 1999-2000 athletic season.
Also looked upon to be a dominating
force this year is junior striker Michelle
Anderson, who took 72 shots on goal last
season, the fourth most in UCF history.
The defense is lead by sophomores Jackie
Van Looven and Brooke Asby, with
juniors Noelle Brown and Christie Martell
expected to see significant playing time.
Van Looven's strength lies in her ability to
keep the defense organized, while Asby is
brings a physical and versatile style that
allows her to move forward and become a
goal scorer.
The biggest question entering the season
is who the starting goalkeeper will be.
According to Cromwell, it is still a toss
up. Redshirt junior Maria Banuls and
sophomore Jessica Kuhlman split time in
the first three games of the season, as they
did for much of last year.
There will be eight new faces on the
team this year, as the Golden Knights
landed another excellent recruiting class.
Cromwell likes what she has seen from
them so far in the preseason, and has confidence in their abilities.
"We definitely have some talent and they
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women's vo11evba111eam
picked first in conlerence
JOE MANZO
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Friday, September 1st
7:30 pm

Women~ Soccer:
Florida International

@

UCF (LIVE)

Monday, September 4th
7:30 pm Verizon Wireless Bucs Diaries

_Wednesday. September 6th
5:30 pm UCF Football Review with
Mike Kruczek

•
Test Your Football Knowledge
and Win Great Prizes by
Entering the Football Pool on
www..sunshinenetwork.com.
*Schedule subject to change

The Women's Volleyball Team
was one of the more successful
teams at UCF last year, finishing 19-12 and winning the
Trans
America
Athletic
Conference regular season title
with a 9-0 conference record.
The Golden Knights, who lost
to Florida Atlantic in the championship game of the TAAC
Tournament to close out the
1999 season, begin this year
ranked first in the conference
according to a preseason poll
taken by the TAAC's ten head
coaches.
Junior Piper Morgan and
sophomore Becca Saldana
earned All-TAAC first team
honors last season. Morgan, a
middle blocker, was second on
the team last year in kills, and is
the tallest player on the squad at
6'3". Saldana set the school
record for assists with 1,471 in
1999, a number which already
ranks her fourth all time in
career assists at UCF. Saldana
has been sidelined for over two
weeks with a pulled groin, however, but is expected to return
for the home opener on
September 8 against Florida
International University. If
Saldana is unable to play, freshman Jenny Frank will take her
place. Frank holds the record
for games (224), kills (485),
assists (845), aces (307), blocks
(45), and digs (671) at

/
I

Coronado High School, where
she was inducted into the
Coronado Sports Hall of Fame.
She was also named to the
Colorado High School All-State
volleyball team twice.
Frank is just one of three talented freshmen on the team; the
most notable of whom is freshman Leyre Santaella Sante, a
5' 10" outside hitter from San
Juan, Puerto Rico. Sante is a
former co-captain of the Puerto
Rican National Team. She was
named to the all-star team at the
Norceca Tournament. in Puerto
Rico in July of 1998, and was
the Most Valuable Player for
Academica Maria Reina High
School in both her junior and
senior years. Rounding out the
group is outside hitter Lindsey
Whalen from Kalamazoo,
Michigan. Whalen, a 5'10" outside hitter, was named to the
Michigan All-State team twice,
and led her team to the 1999
Michigan State High School
Final Four. She also earned allconference honors for basketball twice.
Their first home game will
be against Florida International
University on Sept. 8 at 2:30
p.m., as part of the UCF Fall
Invitational.
The
Golden
Knights will face FAU at home
on Sept. 26 at 7:30 p.m. in a
rematch of last year's TAAC
Championship Match. The
game will be televised live on
the Sunshine Network.
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Heartbreak in Atlanta

.,

Georgia Tech rallies For last second victory over UCF
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

When UCF suffered a season ending
defeat to Bowling Green at the end of the
1999 season, all thoughts were turned to
Sept. 2, 2000, when the Golden Knights
would begin a new season against perennial power Georgia Tech. The team's
focus during spring and fall practices was
entirely on Georgia Tech, never once
wavering from the game against the
Yellow Jackets. It was a game that was to
have symbolized so many things for a
growing UCF football program: redemption for last season's 4-7 record, a first
step towards a Bowl Game in the 2000
season, and getting over the proverbial

'>

hump by finally beating a big name opponent. But in the end, Georgia Tech came
from behind to win 21-17 in what was just
another close call in a long series of heartbreaking losses for UCF.
The game started well for the Golden
Knights, taking a 10-0 lead in the second
quarter on a 48-yard field goal by Javier
Beorlegui and a nine-yard touchdown run
by Kenny Clark. Both scoring plays were
set up by Yellow Jacket fumbles; one
forced by weakside linebacker Tony
Hardman and the other by strongside linebacker Elliot Shorter. Despite losing the
battle of total yardage and time of possession to Georgia Tech, UCF was able to
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SPECIAL TO THE FuTURE

Quarterback Vic Penn (12) completed the third longest touchdown pass in UCF history against
Georgia Tech.
·

GEORGIA TECH, Page 26

UCF looks to rebound against Northwestern State
lost four of their top five tacklers to graduation. · NSU returns six starters on
offense, including junior running back
Tony Taylor, who rushed for 1,441 yards
and 16 touchdowns in 1999. Sophomore
linebacker Kurt Rodriguez, who recorded
111 tackles last year, including 16 for
loss, will lead the defense. NSU got off to
a good start this season, defeating
Southern University 31-14 last weekend.
Head Coach Sam Goodwin, who is entering his 19th year at NSU, is excited about

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

After losing in the final seconds of the
game to Georgia Tech, the UCF football
team was left searching for a way to get
their first win of the 2000 season.
Fortunately for the Golden Knights, their
search leads them to this week's game
against clearly overmatched I-AA opponent Northwestern State.
The Demons went 4-7 last season, and

Who: UCF f0-1), vs
NwLouisiana SI.
Where: Citrus Bowl
When 6:00 pm

(1-0)

getting the opportunity to play a I-A
opponent like UCF.
"Our philosophy has always been to play
the best competition available," ·said
Goodwin said after this year's spring
practices. "Coming out of spring practice
I feel very good about our team. We made
more progress this spring than in any
other since I've been here."
One of the major weaknesses for the
Demons will be their passing game, which

NEXT GAME, Page 27

Clark hopes to lead UCF to lirst big upset victorv
DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

PHOTO BY JASON KOKorOFF

Senior Kenny Clark has a dHlnce lo move up in
the UCF record books tlis season.

At some point during last Saturday's
game against Georgia Tech, UCF senior
wide receiver Kenny Clark looked up at
the scoreboard and thought that the
Golden Knights would finally get that
elusive upset victory that they have waited so long for. .
"I thought we were going to be partying
all the way back on the plane," said Clark.
"But as things turned out, the score is 2117, so there really isn't much we can do
about it right now, just hold our heads up
and look forward to next weekend."
Clark, a fifth year senior, has now been
a member of the team for each one of
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UCF's near upset bids at the Division I-A
level. Last season, he was at the center of
the controversial offensive pass interference call in the 24-23 loss to Georgia.
Clark, who was clearly interfered with by
the defensive player on a pass to the end
zone in the game's final minute, was
called for offensive pass inference, a
penalty that moved the Golden Knights
out of range for a game winning field
goal. ·
"We've been up and down this road a
thousand times," said Clark. "We've got
to get this win. It hurts, it hurts bad."
But Clark can certainly not be faulted
for last week's loss to Georgia Tech. This
season, the coaching staff is expecting big
things from Clark, who became the fea-

tured wide receiver at UCF after Charles
Lee left for the NFL Draft. And in his first
game in that role, Clark flourished, catching five balls for 148 yards and .a touchdown, also scoring another touchdown on
a nine yard run. His touchdown catch
came on a bomb from quarterback Vic
Penn, and was the third longest touchdown catch in UCF history, covering 79
yards.
"It was just a regular post pattern," said
Clark, who made a fingertip catch on the
play. "I came down and gave (the defender) a good move, and it ignited the team
for the moment, but we couldn't hold our
fight long enough."

CLARK, Page 27
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